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&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
Adverbial phrase of mode to indicate that someone has suffered harassment, in fact.

&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
Locution adverbial so that indicates that someone has been harassed, hard, aggressively.  Is used the expression (
inadequate )  " in all rule " to underline the fact, as if it had to respond to some " potential " rules.  It is a language license
that works like hyperbole.

0 positivo
positive 0 is incorrectly written and should be written as "positive 0." being its meaning:<br>Have this type of blood
clinically. If is susceptible of donating to someone of your same type or recibirla.ES zero positive: 0.

a flor de agua
Floating, rowing.

a lo macho
the male is incorrectly written and it should be written as "to THE MALE." being its meaning:<br>Locution adverbial of
mode. He says when something is sudden and brutal way. 2. also the women of some you countries Centre and South
American it used to mark the manhood, the virility sexual.

a rebufo
Slipstream is the tunnel of suction aerorodinamico which generates a car, moped, bicycle or other mechanism when it
moves at speed.  In other words: a kind of vacuum that breaks the air resistance, allowing who goes back [to slipstream
save energy and gain speed, thus, how to get more comfortable in will do if it is bike.]  In cycling, it is called commonly
known as tailgating.

a termino
Get complete something, a project, business, company, occupation, tarea.1. Is part of the locution adverbial of purpose "
take ( or get ) term ". Both uses are valid.

abigarrados
MOTTLED, VARIEGATED,-OS,-AS. -Adjective.  1.  What has multiple wrong combined colors.  2.  It is formed or
composed by multiple factors, elements or combinations that are unrelated.

abiotic
abiotic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ABIOTIC" being its meaning:<br>Relating to biology.   " BIOS "
life, in Greek. Cultismo: code proprietary " " without; BIOS, life; and - tic-sufijo; more the number 39 morpheme;- or  '' /  ''
- ''. Without life. Possible Quenoes that has life.

ablar
ablar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SPEAK." being its meaning:<br>Verb. In spoken language,
communicate messages to a receiver or several. 2. exchanging messages communication among human. 3.Facultad
that differentiates to the man from the rest of the animales.4.Articular words with the mouth.



abogado defensor
He is a lawyer, a degree or doctorate by the University in the right career. There are several specialties, depending on
the Treaty issue: criminal, commercial, labour, etc. This lawyer or Attorney ( 41 common name; represents the
defendant in any case before the courts in a particular country. Usually all inmate has right to the assistance of a lawyer,
even if you have no money to pay for it, in which case are you shall appoint one ex officio; This is at the expense of the
State. Their mission: prove his innocence or to reduce the penalties are charged.

abren o habren
Open or there will be incorrectly written and should be written as "Open" as meaning:<br>Verb open. Third-person plural
of the present indicative form: they, as open. With initial hache does not exist any verbal form of the verb HABER.

abrirse camino
way is incorrectly written and it should be written as " OPEN WAY.  " being its meaning: is speech adverbial so that
indicates that someone is is starting in an activity or in their future professional. Also fight by find their place in the
society. Achieve the independence, styling is a future. Is metaphorical speech: path = life.

abstuvo
Verbal form of refrain, which means fail to do something, to ignore. Third person singular of the perfect past simple or
past indefinite indicative verb to refrain.

accidentes gramaticales del sustantivo
The grammatical accidents of the noun are gender and number .

acentado
acentado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Settled" being its meaning:<br>Adjetivo.m.1.aplicado to
someone, which is a sensible, judicious, razonable.2.Que remains, that it does not move its position, idea, or lugar.3.Se
can be applied to peoples, tribes or people living in certain places, as established, ocupandolos.4.alisar something, like
sand or flour in a lugar.5.Anotar in the record book expenses or earnings, or other documents from asiento.6.Situarse
something about another firm thing.

acusación particular
Private prosecution feminine name.  It is a nominal phrase - indictment (name) private (adjective) - which belongs to the
legal jargon, specifically to the criminal law and criminal proceedings.  It is characterized by initiated before a court, not
by a Prosecutor, who is the current, whose figure represents the State, but by a private individual or a group or
organization or private association.

adultomorfico
adultomorfico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Teenage ADULTOMORFICA" being its
meaning:<br>Psychology. Psicomatico disorder.    The personality limit is essentially a narcissistic disease: the subject
does not have access to the Oedipus and therefore never exceeded it.

agazopado
agazopado is incorrectly written and should write it as "SQUAT." being its meaning:<br>Participle of " be Crouching ".
Used as an adjective. Crouch, bend over itself, shrink, stick to the ground. 2 hide.

aggiornaron



aggiornaron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "AGGIORNARE" being its meaning:<br>Transitive verb.
Italiano.Significa update, to update something.   " Aggiorna " update.

ahuevante
ahuevante is incorrectly written and should write it as "AHUEVANTE." being its meaning:<br>Adverb of mode. Formed
by analogy with the term already existing, " acojonante ". Is, in this case which concerns us, neologism made up of a
prefix ( - ) a lexeme: ( - huev - ) and a suffix, ( - to 41. Its meaning is gorgeous, great, formidable, referring to an action
or object, even a person.

ainarse
ainarse is incorrectly written and should be written as "combine ( is ): combined" being its meaning:<br>Verb. COMBINE
( IS 41. It means to unify. Done one thing different, join forces or spirits. It comes to equal " " together, " 34 agree;. You
can take one of these snap-ins: '' '' and '' ''.

al fin y al postre
Locution adverbial of mode. At the conclusion, the finalizar.2.Tambien consecutive conjunctiva locution, '' as a result ''. 3.
summary or summarized cuentas.4.En conclusion, conclusion. It is binary and synonymic expression.

aldea global
Is term metaphorical. Coined, in the middle of the 20TH century, the philosopher and sociologist Canadian Marshall
Mcluhan ( 1911-1980 ). Today enjoys great prestige and has reached drifted. Understood this Sage who, through mass
media, like radio, television and others, the world, planet EARTH, would be like a small town where everyone would
know of all in real time. Think for them TOWERS TWIN in N.Y. and, as all the world, it saw and lived in live and live from
the moment in which is had starry a first plane and, Act followed, another against the second tower. It was the
September 11, 2001.    As well as, the idea of village as world is made reality and, consequently, as global, unique.
Today, with internet and Cybernetics and the satellites we hear more village than ever. Nothing escapes the control of
the media. Now, the media also can filter, say they are interested; so that they are used by the mighty and powerful they
are capitalist and intelligent.

alfereris
alfereris is incorrectly written and should write it as "Aferesis.la" being its meaning:<br>Is grammatical term to indicate
that any syllable or vowel of deleted at the beginning of a Word. EJ.  " risky "  > venturado.

alfotja
alfotja is incorrectly written and should be written as "SADDLEBAG. Preferable SADDLEBAGS"being its
meaning:<br>Common female name. Much more used in the plural. It is a tool of transportation formed by two homers,
more or less large cavities, made from strong fabric such as canvas. Come together with a strip of the same material to
be distributed symmetrically one on each side. Used for walkers, the horses, motorcycles and bicycles.

algo ilógico
something illogical is incorrectly written and should write it as "BE SOMETHING ILLOGICAL." being its meaning:<br>He
says that is not normal, that breaks the physical and logical laws of intelligence, of reason. Three more two can never be
four; It would be illogical. A donkey can not fly, since it lacks natural wings.

alguidos
The right thing is to write high or, better, in the singular, height meaning time culmen, main, high or critical of an event, a
time or period.  This meaning is the most used since more than one century ago by the speakers, even if originally it



meant the opposite: very cold, icy.  Said someone, in febrile or comatose state, it was very cold, in which case the
doctors said that it reached its hot as almost cadaverous cold time.   Today anyone repair this antithetical meaning
change.

ambigu en el teatro
ambigu in theatre is incorrectly written, and should be written as "AMBIGU." being its meaning:<br>Desk, window, table
or tables featuring various cold dishes, prepared to eat the client takes and takes your table or takes us someplace else
next foot.

amortecid
amortecid is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Amortecido." being its meaning:<br>Amortecido is simple past
tense participle of " amortecido; 34, can function as adjective. Cult and poetic usage. Etymologically comes from the
lexeme " mortem " death, with the prefix '' '' and the suffix " - acid, ". He says something or someone that is in the past,
ends, to 34, die " hence its name.

anagramas
ANAGRAMA [e ] is to alter the order of the letters that form a given name to form a different one with the same number
of letters.

analisis sintactico
The syntactic analysis corresponds to a part of the GRAMMAR, called SINTAXIS.   It consists in pointing out the
functions that the various words perform within a syntactic sentence.  It is worth remembering that PRAYER is the
minimum unit of real speech with full meaning.  Ejs.  Come here.  Walk.  Shut the door.  Birds sing in the garden. 
Syntactic sentences are delimited by the point and followed by the ellipsis, semicolons, semicolons, or end point in a
text.  I analyze the third sentence "Close" , transitive predicate verb, "the door" termed in function of direct complement (
CD ) and ( You ), elliptical subject .  And we will define it as simple prayer, preaching, transitive, active and personal

análisis dactiloscópico
fingerprint analysis is incorrectly written and it should be written as "FINGERPRINT ANALYSIS." being its
meaning:<br>The dactiloscopy is the science which addresses identify people through their impressions or fingerprints.
Therefore they are traces of hands and feet. Characterized because there are no two identical, because they are
indelible and lifelong and because they do not move or with burns. Fingerprint analysis informs us of the individual who
has played such an object.

anda ya
Go already!  It is a composite interjection (go now) whose meaning is expressed, above all, disdain, disbelief to what
was said by a third party in a conversation.  Depending on context, it also has a semantic value of surprise.  You can
enter between signs of admiration or exclamation point to give greater enhancement, as here presented

andar el mundo al revés asistir la razón
They are two idioms adverbiales.1. Walk the world to the other way around. Used to expose the absurdity, which breaks
the logic and the natural. 2.Asistir reason. It is speech to indicate that someone says a truth without replica, irrefutable.

ande caudre
ande caudre is incorrectly written and should be written as "Where square" being its meaning:<br>Adverbial mode and
location and even weather locution. It indicates that something can be put anywhere in the indeterminate or held at an
indefinite date. And, similarly, be undetermined place or matter.



andrajo
wreck is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Wreck.  " being its meaning: piece of cloth, clothing in misuse;
worn and broken. Jiron. 2. by extension applies to people poorly dressed, dirty, cluttered and dirty.

antiindependentismo
 Anti-independentism.  Noun M .  S .  Political movement or opinion that opposes so-called independence.  It is signed
by the anti-counter prefix which means "against" or "opposite", "opposite"; the infijo [-in-] , which means "no" , "sin" , and
the lexema -dependent- , "dependent" , plus the derivative suffix -ismo meaning "afin", "own" or "close", "tendente a". 
Therefore, anti-independenceism is a Spanish political movement that opposes or rejects the independence of some
autonomous regions or communities, which want the secession of the Spanish state.  The

antisuper
Has no meaning for being formed this ignaro Word by two antithetical prefixes: '' anti '' and '' super '' being one: against
and this: large.   You cannot use " antigrande ".

antonimo comite
Committee is a group or collectivity of individuals who represent others, a collective, in a particular matter or mission.  
This term has synonyms, but lacks antonym of Committee

antroxu
antroxu is incorrectly written and it should be written as "ANTRUEJO" being its meaning:<br>Name Comun.m.se known
as ANTRUEJO to the triad of Sunday, Monday and Tuesday of Carnival or shrovetide. It is an archaism. Is often used in
the plural: " the 34 ANTRUEJOS; as '' carnivals ''. Preceding Ash Wednesday, day as well its Latin Etymology implies: "
introitus 34, '' entroido '' and then '' entruejo '' before the current ANTRUEJO by dissimilation.  ( Entrance of the lent ).

apoltrano
apoltrano is incorrectly written, and should be written as "APOLTRONADO" as meaning:<br>Adjective. Perfect participle
of Apoltronar. 1. comfortably installed in its " poltrona "  ( where is derived from ) Steering post social.2. It is comfortably
repanchingado in your Chair, not wanting to move.

apostar tropas
bet troops is incorrectly written and it should be written as "BET to THE TROOPS." being its meaning:<br>Place the
troops of an army in a certain position and a place concrete.

aprende como si fueras a vivir toda la vida
The famous and complete sentence reads: " Learn as if you were to live life, and live as if you were to die tomorrow.  "
Its author is Charles Chaplin, Charlot ( 1889-1977 ) author, actor, composer, comedian, film director, screenwriter,
writer, and editor. The phrase means the human being must be in permanent learning, open to all tendencies of art and
life, permanent training, since it has to suck to eternity, without thinking that it is outdated and fleeting, so it will be
strengthened and will keep alive their aspirations. The second part of the sentence, although it is not included, means
that life should be used with all intensity, since it is short. The occupation decreases and cancels the tedium and oa
melancholy.

aquí te pillo aquí te mato
Adverbial phrase that indicates that something is said or is made without notice or preparation prior, but suddenly and
without him to meditate or reflect on the consequences. It is used in many contexts.



archibo
File.  -Singular masculine name.  This term has two meanings.  1.  A general and widespread that it refers to the place,
building, cabin or section where documents properly ordered preserved by its alphabetical, chronological order, material,
etc.  It can be private or institutional.  Public or personal.  2.  The most universal is also known as such to the Cabinet,
drawer, box where you saved the bibliographic or cards of any other matter, with a preset, usually alphabetical order.

archiconocodo
archiconocodo is incorrectly written and should write is as "well KNOWN." being its meaning:<br>Term poorly written.
You may want to say " FAMOUS ". Adjective, m.sing.Palabra with the prefix '' archi-''  ( very ) and the adjective '' known
''. He said it's who is very known. Popular, very popular.

armar caballero
It is a medieval term. A ceremony that is to follow court rules to achieve, in the middle ages, during feudalism, the title of
a knight-errant. Among the ceremonial standards contained the spend the previous night ensuring weapons: that is,
without sleep, along with armor and weapons. After he was appointed by his master, with two soft swords on both
shoulders and subjected to oath of loyalty to it or to the King.

armar un show
assemble a show is incorrectly written and should write is as "BUILD a MESS." being its meaning:<br>Locution
adverbial. Scandalized. Mount a public riot. Break the harmony with modes bajosby petty. Rude. As figure in question is
a mixture: armar, Spanish and English Show. Spanish preferable is all. Assemble a mess rolling it, organize it, assemble
a mess.

aroba
Arroba is a polysemic Word.  1.  On the one hand is used as a measure of weight or liquids.   Their value fluctuates
between different locations or provinces.  The most common, in terms of weight, equivalent to 11 kg and a half.  And, on
the other hand, used as adverbial phrase by CWT, figuratively, indicating that someone has something like grace land,
money, etc.  in large quantities.  Innumerable.  2.  It can also be a verbal form of the verb arrobar which means bewitch,
go crazy, enthralled, float in the air of alienation, stay busy.

arreio
arreio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Harness" being its meaning:<br>" Arreio " ['' 39 ARREYU;] It is a
Portuguese term which in Spanish means "harness"; that is, accessory for horses, mares or other chivalry of elegance
and power. Harnesses sound set of trim, leather harness 40 pieces;  34, arreios "  ) or brasses with that exornan was
riding horses, as well as the chivalry of draught or load.

ataduras
The term bondage is polysemous; that is, has three meanings.  1.  The action of attaching something.  2.  The thing
already attached.  And 3.  In its connotation is what in a figurative way us League, joins us to something or someone. 
All that shape our world family, sentimental, geographical, circumstantial, etc.  and it prevents us from break with what
we have and take another life or adventure.

atenúa
Dims is a verbal form of the transitive verb to attenuate.  Specifically the 3. 3rd person singular of the present indicative. 
It means lessen or decrease the strength, intensity or value of something, an event, an expression or a
misunderstanding.



atxona
atxona is incorrectly written and should be written as "ADJONA, ADXONA or ATXONA" being its meaning:<br>ADJONA
was a guanche aborigine of the Tenerife - Canary Islands, Spain-room, King. Méndez de paid at the time of the
European conquest and the island in the middle ages, the end of the 15th century. Its name means, according to Ignacio
Reyes, " man proud or very strong ".

auto proclamation
Auto proclamation is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Proclamation" being its meaning:<br>Action by which
someone declares himself or is proclaimed with dignity, title, investiture, right, condition or status. Etymology: " car " self,
by itself, and " pro " in favor of; two prefixes, and a lexeme, " claims " '' which means call '' '' called ''. Cry out = call. In
other words, calling itself, native-born.

autocrasia
autocrasia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "AUTOCRACY" being its meaning:<br>Feminine name.
Political regime where a single person, without submitting to limitations rules, enacting and amending laws to his entire
will.

autogetivo
It is an anglicism not admitted by the SAR. It would be better and more convenient to say self-management. Feminine
name. Understanding this system of organization of a company in which you workers participate in decisions on the
operation and development of the same.

autorpia
autorpia is incorrectly written, and should be written as"autarky" being its meaning:<br>Name femeninoDoctrina
economic and political advocates who defend this system. 2. such mercantilist system is self-sufficient with its own
resources a country without import or do it as little as possible.

aventurero en amores
Adventurer in love is a phrase consisting of an adjective, a preposition and a name.  It is the one that toys with women
or men, according to their sexual inclination; However it is more inclined to the passenger than to the true and
long-lasting.  The example of this type of person, man in general, is the prototype of the [don Juan; this is a subject
which based its glory to conquer women, without the intention of love seriously.  Perhaps, deep down, is a self-centered
incapable of love.  But that is another story.

avocaro
avocaro is incorrectly written and should be written as "AVOCADO.   ( "Avocado )" being its meaning:<br>Avocado.
Plant. It is the Persea americana known as avocado or palta. It is a tree species in the genus belonging to the family
Lauraceae Persea. It is grown both in tropical and Mediterranean comas.

balance hídrico negativo
Jesus said is of the measurement of the water fall during certain period. If it has not rained, it will say that the " balance
water of such dates has result negative ".

balconing
balconing is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Balconing." being its meaning:<br>Neologism created
parodying the anglicism in its completion, as " 34 parking;. It is used recently. It is used to describe the action that
English tourists, in Mallorca mostly used the balcony of a hotel room to throw into the same pool. Such action has



caused several victims.

baruch
Baruch is incorrectly written, and should be written as "BARUCH SPINOZA" being its meaning:<br>Baruch SPINOZA (
Amsterdam, 1632-1677, the Hague ) is considered one of the key philosophers of 17TH-century rationalism, alongside
the French Descartes and the German Leibniz. It is considered by the German philosophers of the 19th as the father of
modern thought. Among his thought not escapes you the concerning metaphysics, freedom, determinism and
mechanism, as well as democracy as a political system, without omitting the morals and religion.   As for his work, they
deserve to be featured, " Metaphysical principles of the philosophy of Descartes.Pensamientos "   ( 41 1663; or his
fundamental work " Treated theological "   ( 1670 ) both published in life. It has others of no little interest, published
post-mortem.

belletrística
34 German; Belletristika 34, '' belletrist '' IE: in grammar, name given to the works that make up the slight literature:
novels and poetry.

berdin en español
Berdin in Spanish is incorrectly written, and should be written as "MOSS." being its meaning:<br>Name. m.1.El color
greenish light of the plants to the sprout, especially in otono.2. Layer green and leafy lichens, games or fungus that
develops in stagnant water, such as pylons where drink animals, sinks or other places from water or wetlands. Also in
lakes and vertederos.3. Layer green of verdigris that is form in some metals of copper, brass or bronce.4.Moho that was
born in cheese, fruits, sausages or bread wet or rotting is.

berraca
boar is incorrectly written and should write is as " Boar.  " being its meaning: in Castilian of the peninsula and insular it
Word boar not is uses, since its use is restricted to the m.berraco. Male of the pig that is used for cover to them dirty or
bristles of breeding.

biblioteca virtual
virtual library is incorrectly written and should be written as "VIRTUAL LIBRARY." being its meaning:<br>It is one that is
on the network. That we can all use through Cybernetics, Internet.

biceversa
biceversa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Vice versa" being its meaning:<br>Adverb. It indicates a
relationship between two items or things and the possibility of their ordinal investment or opposition.

bincha de carpeta
bincha folder is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Band of folder" being its meaning:<br>Name comun.f. It is
used in the Spanish of the Americas. It means tape or rubber band. Used both to secure the hair in braids or horse tails,
as folders or books or notas.2 books. Also attachment to hold the pelo.3. Headband.

bipartidario
BIPARTISANAdjective, masculine, singular.  Say of the person who is a supporter or communes with two positions at
the same time.  It is a derivative word.  Formed by the prefix bi- , 'two', the lexeme part- , the suffix -idar- and the genus
morpheme -io



blogosfera
blogosphere is incorrectly written and should be written as "Blogosphere and blogosphere." being its
meaning:<br>Nombre.f. the blogosphere, as long term and concept is inherent, is inserted into weblogs. 2 a virtual
system in which are established communities of weblogs.3. A set of blogs that are connected to each other via hypertext
links. This term relates to: blogisfera, blogosphere, blogalaxia and blogosphere. And, to his time, is related with the
memes, term coined by Richard Dawkins. It is to say, as Internet most blogs are the blogosphere. The " 34 memes; they
take their paradigm of human genes, and, as such, are and form a means of cultural dissemination. Such a body live of
culture that is transmitted by means of Internet sum: them memes equal to them genes, only that what transmit is culture
between them humans, being these, as the cells.

bloguera
blogger is incorrectly written, and should be written as "BLOGGER." being its meaning:<br>Person that has a blog or
participate in your world virtual, or them reads and answers.

boludo en argentina
idiot in Argentina is incorrectly written and should write is as " IDIOT.  " being its meaning: is the most characteristic of
Argentine insult term. It means silly, stupid, silly. Of poor judgment.

borbonica
borbonica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bourbon" being its meaning:<br>Adjective, feminine. Relative
to the royal dynasty of the Bourbons, originating in France. They came to Spain in the 18th century and its first monarch
was Felipe V, aka the game.

brecha digital
Digital Gap is a nominal phrase that alludes, as discussed in its own name, to a "rupture" or loss of electronic or cyber
communications.  It is a more or less restricted access and use - hence the gap - in Information And Digital
Communication Technologies (ICT).  Such a restriction is caused by bandwidth.  The more purchasing power, greater
access and better communication.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be digital incommunicado, cuts
in internet supply

brexit blando
Also known as soft Brexit is one that includes an area of free trade between the United Kingdom and the European
Union.  Allow circular citizens of different countries both to study and to work. And at the same time that is an area of
free trade of goods.   That is, to be, but without being, as does not intervene in the decisions the R.  U.

brexit duro
The hard brexit, radical or clean is the one who defends the position of breaking completely with Brussels.  In short, get
to Britain of the EU, the European common market, as well as the customs union.  In this way the United Kingdom
controls the borders and immigration.

bróder
Broder is incorrectly written, and should be written as "BROTHER." being its meaning:<br>Sustantivo.m. is English term
used by many Mexicans, Puerto Ricans or other Hispanics, both in the USA and in their countries. It is extended voice,
and is also used in Spain, although most among Americans or bands and friends of these. Means BROTHER. But its
use is more like comrade or friend, companion.

buenismo



buenismo is incorrectly written and should write it as "BUENISMO." being its meaning:<br>It is a neologism which takes
its significance from the good adjective. It is a noun, m. means making or practice a conduct and a way of judging others
with much compassion, as if they were good ( hence the term: Buenismo ). It is now widespread in this society, where all
can understand and forgive. Also among parents and some teachers.

buf
buf is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Buf!" being its meaning:<br>Interjection that denotes discomfort,
tiredness, boredom, hot flashes, heat, grief. 2., repugnance, disgust, satiety, nausea.

buñuelesco
 BUUELESCO Adjective, masculine, singular.  Say of a film or some work that bears a resemblance or remembers the
style of the Spanish and universal film director of Calanda, (Aragon), Don Luis Buñuel.  He could focus, more
specifically, on the surreal character, since Buñuel belonged in his youth to this avant-garde movement, together with
his friends Dalí and Lorca, among others. 

burruntxi
burruntxi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "BURRUNTZI" as meaning:<br>It is a Basque Word and means
insect: anisoptera, the devil horse, dragonfly. This is the most widely used.

buscar que significa indubitable
search that means unquestionable is incorrectly written and should write is as "UNQUESTIONABLE." being its
meaning:<br>Affirmation adverb. Without a doubt. Q EU admits no doubt. That you can not doubt. It is a cultismo. ''
indubitabilis; 39, lat.

cabe señalar
It should be noted is incorrectly written and it should be written as "CABE NOTED." being its meaning:<br>Equivalent to
34 locution; ALSO " can be designated, or we can say, I want to add, or any other phrase of the speaker. Used in cults
or academic terms to indicate that there are other different views on a theory.

caerle la del pulpo
fall of the Octopus is incorrectly written and should be written as "Fall of the Octopus." being its meaning:<br>Receive a
reprimand, a quarrel, a severe punishment. Is periphrasis verbal pronominal: fall I, fall you, carle, falling us,... it's the
Octopus.

cambiar de tercio
change of third is incorrectly written and should write is as "CHANGE OF THIRD." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial
phrase of bullfighting origin. In purity means follow them different orders or sequences of a slaughter: layer or receipt,
change of third to varas, return to change of third: flags. By, metaphorically, can be used in a conversation to change the
subject or topic.

cameo cinema
Cameo cinema is incorrectly written and should write is as " MAKE A CAMEO FILM.  " being its meaning: is someone
that intervenes in a motion picture as a person who passes, take the bus, says a sentence and already does not
intervene more. Not involved in the action ninen the plot, csolo da colorful social, contributes to make bulk. Sometimes it
is the director himself, the mother, a family member or friend.



camerunes
Cameroon is incorrectly written and should write is as "Cameroon." being its meaning:<br>Natural of Cameroon.

canay
canay is incorrectly written, and should be written as "wow!" being its meaning:<br>It is a kind of unchanging Word:
interjection. Used to express surprise, admiration, annoyance, pain or strangeness.

canchoso
Canchoso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Canchoso." being its meaning:<br>Adjective. It is said be of
football player bully and made bad moves or to resist ugly and dirty, violent posts.

carenes
HULL. Name. 1.Nautica.Volumen limited by the ship and floating on a barco.2 surface. Dividing both sides of a mountain
range or mountain Geografia.Linea.

cariar&#40;se&#41;
Strollers ( was ) It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Strollers or strollers are." being its
meaning:<br>Corrode a tooth, teeth.  Cause tooth decay. This transitive verb is used as pronominal.

cariar&#40;se&#41;
Strollers ( was ) It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Strollers are." being its meaning:<br>Verb.
Pronominal.  Decompose a tooth or molar.

cariar&#40;se&#41;
Strollers ( was ) It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Strollers are." being its meaning:<br>Verb.  Chip a
tooth. 2.  Cause tooth decay.

caridad como valor
charity as a value is incorrectly written and should be written as "CHARITY AS VALUE." being its meaning:<br>Within
them values positive of the human being, in terms ethical and moral, one of the more important is the of the charity. It is
to help the poor, the needy in any lack or order of life. Assign a seat, help to anyone to cross a via, to carry a load, give
alms, food or drink.

carreto
carreto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "white-FRONTED." being its meaning:<br>Common
Careto.Nombre, m.s.Familiarmente face or a person's face. It is vulgarismo.

cefir
CEFIR is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zephyr" being its meaning:<br>The name of the God of Greek
mythology Zephyros, Cefiro, given to the West wind. He was the son of Astraeus and two, the aurora. Spanish is used
as: 1. weather, light wind from the West. 2. in literature, like soft, warm, spring-like wind or the start of the summer. In
the play of W.Shakespeare, " Dream of a Midsummer night's " sing: " " Oh, beautiful Cefiro, nearly as more humanized
and friend love.

celula transicional



Transitional cell is incorrectly written and should be written as "Transitional cell." being its meaning:<br>Name and
adjective. Nominal phrase that refers to a type of clinical called epithelial cells, composed of cells that can be extended
without breaking. They line hollow organs, how can it would be bladder. Sometimes, but not always, it may be related to
cancer. Detected in analysis.

ciberacoso
Cyberbullying is incorrectly written and should be written as " Cyberbullying.  " being its meaning: action whereby, and
from the cyber world, someone harasses, pursues, annoying or threatening someone. Who is also a victim of such
harassment.

cibercondría
cyberchondria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "CYBERCHONDRIA." being its meaning:<br>Mental
Nombre.f.Enfermedad which alguienque have believe be badly affected by use of the cyber world or who frequent it. It is
neologism. Taking as reference the end of Psychiatry " hypochondriasis " and its derivatives, like hypochondriacs.

cirila
Cirila is incorrectly written, and should be written as "A cirila." being its meaning:<br>Common name, f.s. familiarly, this
term was used in the 1960s and 70 to identify a brand car Citroen.Su use was referring to the small van, to take charge.
It was used by merchants, shopkeepers, farmers, ranchers and other trades. It was grey in principle.

click
CLICK.  It is an Anglicism.  It is used in the cybernetics and world of computers, computers, cell phones, tablets and
mobiles.  It means typing or clicking on a certain place on the screen. 

cocandidato cocandidata
 Cocandidate, -a is a singular common name.  It is a derivative word .  Formed by the prefix Co- which means 'at the
same time' 'in company' and the candidate lexeme, -a which means person who aspires to a position next to another or
others. 

coersitivo
COERCIVE, COERCIVE.  -Adjective.  It is said be of what is imposed by force or law.  Also with related to the
provocation of fear, intimidation, power, authority, blackmail or anxiety to dominate or control people.  That you coerce.  
That is, that it endorses or repressed by several and varied methods.  Coercion is an action which is used for
conditioning acts or conduct, imposing fines, penalties, etc.

cohonestarlo
It comes from the verb COHONESTAR, Latin cultismo of " COHONESTAR ". Try to pretend reason and truth in an
action that is not nor the one thing otro.2. Make compatible two or more qualities, actions or attitudes. Are in both
meanings tr.

colgar de las pelotas
Hanging from the balls is a vulgar, popular expression with which someone desires or manifests a bad punch to a male
human being for his actions.  It is a metaphor or eupheistic expression.   Balls is metaphor, by similarity, with the
testicles of males.  So its real meaning is to hang, by rope or cable, someone by their parts, rather than by the neck.  It
underlines the fact of his evil, by making him dependent on cause and effect : being hung from his sex, he denotes that
this was his sin.  The saying is fulfilled : In sin, he carries penance.



colocon
Singular masculine, common name buzz.  It is a colloquial term used to say that someone has lost his mental and
physical faculties temporarily, due to the consumption of alcohol or drugs.  It goes in the augmentative form, indicating
that this place is quite deep and serious.  The suffix - on indicates it.

colombovenezolano
Colombovenezolano is a neologism, used as gentilicio, to designate those people who have dual nationality : Colombian
and Venezuelan.

comer a dos carrillos
Eat two cheeks is an adverbial phrase of mode.  It is made up of three terms respectively: verb in infinitive (not
personally) cardinal numeral preposition and plural masculine noun.  It is a cliché, without reaching the proverbs or
saying, while it rubs it in its meaning.  That is, eat very anxiously, with his mouth full, without pausing and with gluttony
or greed.

comer hostias en vinagre
Phrase indicating an outburst; that is, an output tone, an expression of anger and annoyance.

comiseracion
withdrawn is incorrectly written and should write it as "COMMISERATION." being its meaning:<br>Name f.abstracto.
Feeling of pain, grief, or empathy for someone who is going so poorly or has a misfortune.

como dar dormato a un articulo con imagenes
Let's start by correcting grammatical and semantic. It is an interrogative sentence with evil cults wording. Its correct
writing is " How to ornament an article with images, ". That is, how decorate or embellish a journalistic, informative or
essay, by article images illustrative.

como gato boca arriba
as cat face up is incorrectly written, and should be written as "As a cat TUMMY up" being its meaning:<br>Adverbial
phrase of mode. Requires the verb " defend " in which case means someone does so with all his strength and ferocity;
dientes.2 and nail. It could mean in another context that someone " enjoys "  '' with caresses and cuddles, as a cat
tummy up.

comumente
It is commonly a compound adverb, with two meanings : 1 .  Adv.  so: it is used by two or more people by repetition,
custom and assiduousness; agreement between them and by mutual consent.  2 .  Adv. time : frequently.

con sus sentidos correctamente funcionando
The appropriate expression is in full use of your or my physical abilities and mental or "my", depending on context.  Used
in official and solemn, acts as a testament, a wedding, a baptism, or other official and solemn act.   It means that it has
all their mental abilities in perfect condition; that he is not suffering from mental derangement, and is therefore free and
conscious of what makes or signs.

concupisciencia
lust is incorrectly written, and should be written as "LUST." being its meaning:<br>Related to the so-called term sin of
the flesh in the past. Today we would say on sex and its variants. It is abstract term that makes mention of the



imagination and the Erotic contacts. It is common, abstract and unique name.

conmoción interior
commotion inside is incorrectly written and should write is as " STATE OF INTERNAL UPHEAVAL.  " being its meaning:
IS what commonly is understood as " State of exception " i.e., when ennun country given the Chief of the State or the
Government, due to causes political, economic, of revolution decreed that all the power should be, during a time, under
their hands.

consesar
Consensus is a verb that means to reach a common agreement between all the people of a community or Corporation. 
Put it another way, remember something by majority even before submitting it to debate and vote.

consignante
CONSIGNANTE is legal figure between two parties: it and its binary opposite, the consignee, the consignment contract
or estimatorio. By this contract the first yields goods so that the second agreement of the price that has to receive that
necessarily sell them.

conspirativa
conspiracy is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Conspiracy theory." being its meaning:<br>Does not exist by
itself this term, which is a feminine adjective. It is part of the phrase conspiracy theory, or in the plural. It is another way
to tell the story through assumptions, secret and powerful groups, who collude and urden evil plots to disrupt humanity
or the course of history.

contrimenos
Contrimenos is a vulgarism.  It is the product of the contraction of two terms : contri and less, where the first term of
these is derived against.  The correct form does not support shrinkage and is therefore written with two terms: at least. 
Its meaning is a slowing of one thing, cause or other circumstance in question.

coraz¿n de jesus
heart would jesus n is incorrectly written and should be written as "SACRED HEART OF JESUS." being its
meaning:?<br>It is a Christian devotion to the sacred heart of Jesus, symbolizing the human love. Or, more specifically,
the love that Christ professed by all human beings to give his life for the salvation of the soul ennel beyond and release
of original sin. Its origin stems from a current mystique that it encrypts everything on the figure of Christ, and at the
epicenter of the love that is the heart.

cosmobiolojicas
cosmobiolojicas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "COSMOBIOLOGICOS" as meaning:<br>Adjetivo.m. is
term derived from Lima. This is science, similar to astrology, which studies the astral influence on life on Earth. It is
focused on the everyday human life to meet our skills and deepen the meaning of our life, as well as the knowledge of
our destination.

costeru
costeru is incorrectly written, and should be written as "coastal" being its meaning:<br>Name Comun.m.es Asturias, own
mining slang term. It means large rock slipped suddenly.

cotuno



cotuno is incorrectly written and should write it as "COTURNO." being its meaning:<br>name male. Footwear used in
Graeco-Roman antiquity by the dramatic actors. Was of soles of wood or Cork and came up to the calf. Height
depended on the role of the actor.

courun
quorum or quorum common male name.   It is forensic or legal term that comes from the latin and remains as cultismo
without evolution.  We must point out, however, that it is the abbreviation of a longer expression: quorum [praesentia
sufficit] (' whose [presence is sufficient]'), hence its meaning refers to the number of people, individuals, participants or
participants that are requ ieren begins or approved measures or fundamental decisions in a Parliament, Assembly,
meeting of neighbours and other legal character.  Therefore in expressions as "having or not quorum" refer to that
particular number of attendees for a law, agreement or any other matter is approved or not.

covijar
covijar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SHELTER." being its meaning:<br>Verb transitivo.1. Give shelter,
protection, protection to someone temporary weather and other necesidades.2.Dar psychic comfort and protection from
someone, help.

código secreto
code secret is incorrectly written and should write it as "CODE SECRET." being its meaning:<br>It is a set of letters,
numbers and other signs that someone gives their safes, suitcase or Internet account. 2. used in bank cards and phones
and other cyber tools.

cravo
cravo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Nail" being its meaning:<br>Common name. m.1. tree nail or
clavero of the family Myrtaceae, native to dry in this tree-scented Indonesia.2.Botones, called girofles, which are used as
a spice in the kitchens of all the mundo.3.Pieza metal, more or less long and thin, with head and tip, which is used to
enter it in some parts or join Woods or other propios.4 elements. Hard callus thus ( pyramidal ) It is signed on the feet.

cuachalota
Adjective Cuachalota.  It is said is of someone dirty and seedy; that it is asea or dress properly, even if it is to be at
home.

cuadragonar
cuadragonar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "square." being its meaning:<br>Adjective. It presents or has
four angles. 2. tournament which counts with the participation of four groups, teams or individuals. "Four" more "angle"
or angle. It is a compound word.

curqui
Its own name. Native people of southern Colombia, in Tarija.Alberga the second reserve ( after Mexico ) most important
Sudamerica.es Cactus a paradisiacal place of ravines and hills glazed with fine figures of the cactus, reaching 12
varieties.

dar dos yoyas
Verbal periphrasis which means: give two hits, two punches and a beating. It is ufemismo that is used by " give two
hosts ". By the way, written with H - initial EVER.



dar dos yoyas
Verbal periphrasis which means: give two hits, two punches and a beating. It is ufemismo that is used by " give two
hosts ". By the way, written with H - initial EVER.

dar una de cal y otra de arena
Adverbial phrase that indicates that someone has an irregular life or unequal decisions result: some go well ( the cal )
and 40 others, not so much; those of sand ). It is, thus, metaphorical expression.

darle al coco
give the coconut is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Give the COCONUT." being its meaning:<br>Verbal
periphrasis that means thinking, reasoning. It is a metaphor, as coconut is used ideally as head.

darse un voltio
Periphrasis conjugation. Non-transitive. Out of any place, by it common, of House to give a return, a ride.

debussiano
 Debussyano This is your true spelling.  It's an adjective, m.  s.  which means belonging to or relating to Debussy.   That
is, to the French composer of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, Claude Debussy.  Known as an
Impressionist composer, even if he rejected this appellator. 

dejarse de ceremonia
letting of ceremony is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Without ceremony.  " being its meaning: verbal
Periphrasis which means that someone must work to leg the trowel; This is, naturally, and by law, no detours or other
persuasive arts.

desadir
desadir is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Deter" as meaning:<br>Transitive verb, third conjugation.
Convince someone, using arguments that his stance, thought or attitude are not suitable to an important issue, and
should therefore change of thought or inclination.

desarrollados
Developed is a participle of the verb to develop that it also works as an adjective.  In the case that concerns us in plural
and masculine.  1.  That you have reached good developments.  2.  Applied to politics and economy, transport, industry,
etc.  used to talk about those countries that have achieved and maintained a high degree of remarkable technological
and economic progress.

desendientes
You descendants is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Descendants" being its meaning:<br>Those who
come or directly connected to a line of superior and anterior origin over time.

desgloce
Breakdown is the action of breaking down.  And this is a transitive verb which means to place order, spread among
several documents.  More specifically, go separating from a set of documents various by their amounts, names, etc.

desgramado



desgramado is incorrectly written and should write it as "DESGRAMADO." being its meaning:<br>Participle of the verb
Destemming. Place without grass; This is, without grass, grass or other plant herbaceous ornamental.2. Also is yerba
that is start of them fields of work, as vines or others, by be harmful and spread is with facilidad.3. Clean field.

deslaboralización
 DELABORALIZATION Compound word whose lexeme is to work, "to work".  It carries a negative prefix DES- meaning
"without", remove or remove something and an infix -liz- delexified, without concrete meaning, only unitary.  And finally,
a derivative suffix -ación, which means "act, action or carry out.  The meaning, therefore, given its negative prefix, is to
break or interrupt a labor process or a dismissal of workers in a company or in a certain place or country. 

desluir
desluir is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Crush" being its meaning:<br>CRUSH. Transitive verb, third conj.
Make a substance or body to dissolve when mixed with a liquid, until its particles are forming a whole with the liquid.

desmedurado
desmedurado is incorrectly written and should write it as "EXCESSIVE." being its meaning:<br>Adjective. What that is
large, exaggerated, huge, not appropriate to its measured normal.

desmemoriados
Desmemoriado, da says of who has lost her memory; you don't remember as well the past or forgets easily.  Its
etymology is based on the prefix negative des -, the lexeme - memory - and the suffix - ado.  If we take it in the plural,
the number morpheme - s.

desogar
desogar is incorrectly written and should write it as "drain" being its meaning:<br>Verb transitivo.1.Sacar water from a
particular place. 2. mouth. Pour the water in another major river, a lake or the sea.

desplazaran
Verbal form of verb MOVE. 1st conj.. It can be two different and opposite verbal forms: 1. third p. for plural of the
preterite imperfect subjunctive or third person plural in the future indicative, in which case you should accent on the last
syllable: move.

desplazaran
Verbal form of verb MOVE. 1st conj.. It can be two different and opposite verbal forms: 1. third p. for plural of the
preterite imperfect subjunctive or third person plural in the future indicative, in which case you should accent on the last
syllable: move.

desriminacion
desriminacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Discrimination" being its meaning:<br>Name f.   ( 39 Latin;
discriminatio, onis ''  ) Therefore, cultismo. It is the Act that made some people toward each other, but scorning them,
well relegating them to situations or inferior laws, not allowing his equality with the rest of society or of a particular
country or social group. Always discrimination implies prejudice; that is, treatment negative and derogatory of a group or
individual. In short, damaged, meeting any person by race, religion, sex, color or appearance. Discriminated against soil
be in minority concerning the Group aggressor, oppressor or considered more strong and prevailing.

destopar



Destopar is a verb which means to remove the stopper to something.  The prefix des - it is proprietary, so that means
"no", in this case stop employed, especially in economic terms, such as bumpers or wage ceilings.  Also in the Social
security contributions.

destraciones
destraciones is incorrectly written and should be written as "DISTRACTION and DISTRACTIONS." being its
meaning:<br>Name common, f. pl. Deviations from the attention of a subject. 2. separate the attention of a certain care,
occupation or service.

dias vinales
We understand those days of leisure that we pass or we can spend in the Viñales Valley, which is a Cuban region
removed from regular routes, although present the charm of living the deep and authentic, less worn by tourism Cuba
Viñales days or Viñales with an overwhelming nature and beaches as quiet as splendid.  It is located in the province of
Pinar del Rio, at the western end of the island. Such days Viñales or Viñales are usually three or four.

dilucidarlo
It is the enclitic form of the verb to elucidate. This is: elucidate it, as one word. Enclitic form, is called when the pronoun
skin adheres to a verb back, forming a single word. It means clarify, explain, resolve a matter or tangled problems.
2.Poner light, clarify.

dingui
dinghy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Digui." being its meaning:<br>Catalan voice used to pick up the
phone when it rings: '' digui, digui ''. Is equivalent to the Castilian '' say ''.

dios se lo pague
It is adverbial phrase or formula of gratitude commonly used people of a certain age to thank a charity, a favor or any
other assistance. Both refer to the divine help in this world and in the world to come, since they have no possibility of
return received.

diple
diple is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Licensing" as meaning:<br>Licensing is a Latin cultismo which
means doble.2.Adjetivo. That has two parts: double. 3. In music: having two or multiple of two times in a compass.

discenso
discenso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dissent" being its meaning:<br>Name f. Cultismo Latin: ''
dissensus ''. Disagreement or not pooling of two or more people on a specific topic or theme. I.e. controversy,
confrontation.

disertacion filosofica
philosophical dissertation is written incorrectly and should be written as " PHILOSOPHICAL DISSERTATION.  " being its
meaning: Jesus said is of any Conference, lesson, reading public that verse sibre themes philosophical properly said. Is
condition sine qua non that is belong to a scholar or philosopher.

disfrutón
ENJOYNEOLOGISM .  Adjective in superlative degree, m .  Sing.  Say of the being or man who enjoys something in an
exaggerated way; usually from life or from parties or events.  It is a term derived from the verb enjoy, with the lexeme



enjoy- and the argumentative suffix -on[ /n] meaning 'big' or 'much', 'in excess'. 

disvariedad
disvariedad is incorrectly written and it should be written as "DESVARÍO" being its meaning:<br>Common name. m.
State of altered mental, not rational. 2 what is done or said in a foolish manner or with poor judgment.

dober
dober is incorrectly written, and should be written as "DOBERMAN" being its meaning:<br>Recent canine race ( 19th
century ) created in Germany by Karl Friedrich Louis DOBERMANN, to whom it owes its name. The aim is to find a
guard to make it free of attacks of robbers, since it was a tax collector. Dogs diverse as the Rottweiler, the Beauceron,
the Weimaraner, the Manchester Terrier and the Pinscher were used in his crossing.

dormen
dormen is incorrectly written, and should be written as "DOLMEN" being its meaning:<br>DOLMEN is a term of breton
origin (  '' large stone 39 table;  ) that refers to a megalithic construction consisting of several high vertical slabs, making
legs or walls for the stone from the ceiling in a horizontal position. Among its uses are shuffles the common grave or the
distinctive sign of a people or tribe.

dotafo
dotafo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "GIFTED" being its meaning:<br>Participle of equip. Have
outstanding qualities for a particular purpose or a discipline.

dotafo
dotafo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "GIFTED" being its meaning:<br>Participle of equip. Have
outstanding qualities for a particular purpose or a discipline.

dral
dral is incorrectly written and should write it as "DRAE." being its meaning:<br>Are the initial of the dictionary of the
Royal Academy of the language Spanish. But they are not such, but DRAE. Real Academia Española dictionary.

drung
Newfoundland noun. Drang.Una close, narrow street or callejon.2. In German: " drangen " drang in Spanish. Drive,
drive, urgencia.3. Drung parish, a civil parish of Irlanda.4. Derung, an ethnic group of China, whose language is also
named.

ebrietas
ebrietas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "DRUNK." being its meaning:<br>Any disorder of the mood or
mind and physical due to abusive intake of alcohol or other psychotic, or toxic substances as well as psychotropics
consumption.

eccellenza
eccellenza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Excellence" being its meaning:<br>Name Comun.f.calidad or
ultimate goodness becomes very appreciable to something or honorary alguien.2.Tratamiento of certain people by their
position or political dignity.



echar a la cara algo
Throw something on face is an adverbial phrase so it means that someone chides a person, shaming it and
reprimanded that he has not behaved as expected of it on the grounds that they are.  It is metaphorical.   Each reason is
it seems that you disposed of in face, given that it complains you directly.

echar la pota
take the giant squid is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Throw the pota." being its meaning:<br>Verb
transitive. It is said is the action of vomiting. Return the swallowed by mouth.

edatologia
edatologia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Soil science" being its meaning:<br>Scientific Nombre.f.Rama
that emerges from the Geologia.consiste study, evaluate and compare the soil to determine if its composition affects the
nature and organisms that develop on this.

egunon
egunon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "EGUN ON" being its meaning:<br>Greeting in Basque, or
euskera in Spanish that means good days.

elanoia
Actually it is separate: the Anoia.  And it is a Catalan comarca called Anoia.  It belongs to the province of Barcelona,
Catalonia, Spain.  It is between Central Catalonia and Penedès.  The capital is Igualada.  It has an area of 866 km2 and
almost 120. 000 inhabitants.

electrolinera
It is a neologism created by analogy with the term '' petrol station ''. Establishment where it sells gasoline. If these are
recharging in car fuel derived from oil, the " electrolineras " charges the battery of automobile that circulates through
electric power. Infrequent use, as well as Word, as an empirical element of recharge.

eminentes
Eminent eminent masculine and feminine, plural adjective.  That stands out by its size or clarity as soon as it surrounds
it.  Also, applied to people, those that stand out publicly for his worth, his intelligence or his grace and management.

empanizados
Adjetivo.Se said some dishes. It is coquinario term. Are squids, filets of breast of chicken, anchovies, etc. Consists of
three substances that is passed to it go to empanizarse in this order: flour, beaten egg and bread crumbs. It is cast to
the pan with plenty of oil at 170 ° and fires that are golden brown, about 20 seconds. It depends on the cooked.

emperres
You emperres is a verbal form of the verb emperrar, specifically, the 2. 3rd person singular subjunctive present.  This
verb means insisting not to give, obstinarse, maintain posture or position facing something at all costs.

en bolo
bolus is incorrectly written and it should be written as "[BE] ON BALLS." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase of
mode. It indicates that someone is naked. The right thing is say '' be balls ''.



encomenda
Encomenda is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Entrusted" being its meaning:<br>Socio-economic
institution by which a group of individuals should give back to another, through work, species or other means to take
advantage of other goods that this will bring. For example, the strong protecting the weakest of looting by the financial
contribution or work. Also save fidelity or other services.

endecasilab
endecasilab is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Leading" being its meaning:<br>Adjective. It has eleven
metric syllables. Applies to the type of art major and simple verses that measure eleven syllables with the metrical rules.

enmarañarse
ravelling it is incorrectly written and it should be written as"ravelling is RAVELLING" being its meaning:<br>Verb. Filled
or covered the sky from different tones of clouds.

enpechado
enpechado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "BINGED" being its meaning:<br>The verb prevent
Adjetivo.m.Participio. It says who is indigestible after a great binge; good for abuse, by the poor state of the ingested
food.

enriquecieron
Third plural p.del of the past indefinite or past perfect simple indicative form of the verb " ENRICH ". 1. give someone
more economic goods. 2.Ofrecer something something or improve their intrinsic properties, to a food or other
substancia.3. Give more qualities or virtues to a person. 4 ennoble, increase the ornaments of an object.

entezar
entezar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ENTESAR" being its meaning:<br>Verb. Cultismo. Latin "
intensus " p.p.de '' intendere '' extender.1.Dar greater force or intent to a thing, subrayar.2. Put stiff or tight a rope, rope,
wire or rubber.

entomoligia
entomoligia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ENTOMOLOGY" being its meaning:<br>Part of the
Zoological science which deals with the study of insects. Greek cultismo: " entomos 34, insect, and " logos " Treaty,
science, study.

entrale a un tio o tia
go to an uncle or aunt is incorrectly written and should be written as "Enter someone." being its meaning:<br>Verbal
periphrasis. Transitive. Go to someone with intent to engage in conversation, flirting, or reach a friendship or
relationship.

entre banbalinas
BETWEEN BAMBALINAS Expression with a double meaning : one of real and straight origin, relative to the world of
theater and the other in a figurative or metaphorical sense, ideal .  1 .  In the world of dramatic behind-the-scenes
representation refers to the fact that certain people (director, pointer, councilor, actors in transit, set designers,
stagehands or others, such as electricians or various specialists) are within the stage itself; however they hide the
viewer from a theatrical performance, after the set.  2 .  In everyday language, behind-the-scenes expression refers to
secrecy, or sayings or actions that few people know or know; as well as gossip and liars.



entudao
entudao is incorrectly written, and should be written as "CASED" being its meaning:<br>Adjective. Person or animal
that, for therapeutic reasons, has a tube introduced into any pipe, organ or cavity of your body or agency.

epifaringe
epifaringe is incorrectly written, and should be written like "NASOPHARYNGEAL" being its meaning:<br>Nombre.f.Es
the nasal part of the pharynx and is located behind the nose and above the soft palate. Communicates down the
oropharynx and the laryngopharynx. It is the only of three cavities that open to the air. Also called '' cavum '' or
epifaringe.

eradusketa
eradusketa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Drawings" being its meaning:<br>It is Basque or Basque
term. It means exhibition, exhibition, exhibition or demonstration.

erectico
erectico is incorrectly written and it should be written as ERECTICO being its meaning: the term "ERÉCTICO" belongs to
the semantic field of forensic and psychiatric medicine.   It is one of the reactions of the oligofrenicos, called "of clinical
type ERECTICO", which consists of an exaggerated irritability.     He studied at the typology or taxonomy of «Primitive
reactions offenders».

eres un rata
you are a rat is incorrectly written and should be written as " Be a rat.  " being its meaning: be a rat. Adverbial phrase of
mode. It is said is not very generous, seized, box person.

ergumero
ergumero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ASSAILANT." being its meaning:<br>Such term does not exist.
Is possible that they refer to " madman " whose meaning is possessed by the demon, demonized and 2. Angry, furious,
which is expressed with great violence.

eritema en el estmago
Erythema in the stomach is incorrectly written and it should be written as "ERYTHEMATOUS GASTRITIS" being its
meaning:<br>A type of gastritis is rare and not well known. Therefore it consists of inflammation on the surface of the
skin, characterized by its reddish color, due to the origin of small hemorrhages. Symptoms: inflammation of the walls of
the stomach, vomiting, burning and, at times, dizziness.

escamucha
escamucha is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ESCAMOCHA-ESCAMOCHAR-ESCAMOCHO" being its
meaning:<br>ESCAMOCHA-ESCAMOCHAR-ESCAMOCHO. 1 Escamocha.Derivado of " escamochar; 34: cut or
remove the outer leaves of a plant edible: lettuce, Endive, carrot, beet. 2.Comida made from fruit and vegetables, and
sometimes with yoghurt. 3.Escamocho.Nombre.m.Sobras of food or bebida.4.Jabardo or small unhealthy
enjambre.5.Persona, esmirriada, thin, little health or shaft.

escangalllar
 Break Smash, break or spoil, usually a piece of furniture or artifact.  It is used in Zamora.  Spain.  It is widely used the
splitting, gives as an adjective. 



esclavizante
Adjective. That it deprives of liberty. Ata or forcing someone to perform long and strenuous tasks. That traps, like an
obsession or a Vice, addiction, etc. Etymologically it is formed by the transitive verb to enslave and supply " - nte ".

escoriado
Escoriado is the verb participle escoriar; in medicine chafing, spend, or remove the skin means that the skin has been
damaged or irritated by being in constant contact with an object, such a zipper, a rough fabric, a rope or another object. 
Sometimes the escoriado, if prolonged, can end in a significant wound.  Also violent and incessant scratching can cause
skin excoriation.

espectoral
espectoral is incorrectly written and should write is as " COUGH UP.  " being its meaning: verb. First conjugation. Form
of the infinitive: cough UP. Mucus or other secretions of the respiratory tract, through the throat clearing and cough, and
starting throwing them or spitting them by mouth.

esperato
speratus is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Esperanto." being its meaning:<br>Universal language aiming
for social, Communist revolution by anarchists in the early 20TH century.

estampados
prints is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Printed or stamped" being its meaning:<br>PRINTS is adjective
plural m.Se concerned, above all, fabrics and its derivatives, such as suits, dresses, skirts, jackets or other garments, as
well as shoes, carrying on an amalgam of colors: well shaped symmetrical drawing, stripes, forms of doll or person, etc.;
well shaped abstract, blurred in the fabric or paper. Derived from " stamping " mark prints or other colors on a base of
background color.

estar cachas
be get it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "be get it. Des"being its meaning:<br>It is said of someone,
usually young, is strong and muscular.

estar de bajón
be bajón is incorrectly written and it should be written as "BEING OF DOWNTURN." being its meaning:<br>Locution
adverbial of mode. Be discouraged, lacking in stimulation. Having lost the illusion of live or believe in the future.

estar de moda
Being fashionable is adverbial periphrasis of mode, which means that anything material, music, custom, or attitudinal is
carried out or repeated by a large social group.  It applies to many things and many acts of the society.  By repeated
regularly among many individuals.  You are the conclusions of its etymology: gallicism mode which in turn is a Latin
cultismo, modus, which means "mode and measurement", which, by extension applies to any mode of dress, Act,
listening to a type of music, see a movie, etc.

estar de morros
morros is incorrectly written and it should be written as "BEING OF SNOUTS." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase
that colloquially indicated that someone is angry or in a bad mood.

estar petado



be petado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "To BE CRASHED." being its meaning:<br>Periphrasis
conjugation to indicate that any public place is very crowded, very full, which already lacks or exceeds the permitted
capacity.

estar que lo tira
be it pulling it is incorrectly written and it should be written as " It is that it pulls it.  " still its adverbial significado:locucion
mode. It is said is of someone who is happy, happy, that everything comes out well and distributes sympathy, love, and
invited to help others. Euphoric.

estar to ciego
be blind to is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Being very blind." being its meaning:<br>Periphrasis or
adverbial phrase of mode. It is used to indicate that someone, male, will be drugged or drunk. Lose consciousness.
Metaphorical and figurative use. Blind: unconsciousness.

estirar los tenis
stretch the tennis is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Stretching the tennis." being its meaning:<br>Verbal
speech. Take a walk. Running. Doing sports. It is so called by a Synecdoche, change shoes for tennis. And stretch for
move.

estopella
estopella is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ETOPEYA" as meaning:<br>Name comun.f. Description of a
character by their actions, ideas, character and beliefs or otherwise costumbres.2.Dicho: psychic description.

ets
ETS is incorrectly written and should be written as " etc.  " being its meaning: < /br > This term is a vulgarismo or, if you
will, an abbreviation misrepresent '' etc. which means: and other things. It has occurred for writing the sound of who
sesea; This is, pronounced / S / by / c / or / z /.

exseleccionada
 EXSELECCIONADA adj .  f .  Sing.  It is said of a person or woman who a while ago or in previous calls was selected
for a position, team, competition or any other need.  It is a derivative word .  By the prefix ex- , "before" or "before", the
lexeme -selection- and the suffix -ada-[] , "action or effect" . 

extracción de gases
Gas extraction [is an industrial technique that allows you to retrieve from the depths of the Earth energies hidden such
as gases and hydrocarbons that are converted into carburantantes and power for motors, boilers and other machines.  It
requires high technology and large engineering works, both for its extraction as their storage and transportation.  Such
gases are used daily in everyday life and in the civilized world.  These include methane, propane or gas butane.  For
them the coal is no longer profitable.

extrangeria
foreigners is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ALIENS." being its meaning:<br>Name f. abstract. All it
relative to those foreigners, as laws, doctrines, duties, obligations, rights, offices.

facético
Adjetivo.m.s.Que has several facets or aspects. 2 Jesus said is the quality of a person to do something. It is the verb



hacer.3 cultismo. It is expensive, such as a polyhedron. Relative to the face or side of something or someone.

facismo
fascism is incorrectly written and should write it as "fascism." being its meaning:<br>Political Fascismo.Regimen of
totalitarian character that emerged in Europe in the first third of the 20TH century in Germany, Italy, Portugal and Spain.

factor biotico
biotic factor is incorrectly written and it should be written as "FACTOR BIOTIC." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase
which refers to everything that has or is related to vivos.2 organisms. Enabling life.  " BIOS " Gr. life.

faltaba
It was missing is 1. ND or 3. 2nd person singular preterite imperfect indicative form of the verb missing 1. 2nd
conjugation.  It means that someone has not been or is not.  If a thing is said does not appear or is not.  2.  It also
means to insult, disrespect.

fascineroso
fascineroso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "FACINEROSO" as meaning:<br>Adjective and noun. Bandit,
evildoer, criminal, thief, thief, Bandit bank robber. Noun: Evil, malicious, infamous.

fasciotomia
fasciotomia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "FASCIECTOMY" being its meaning:<br>The FASCIA is a
tough connective tissue that e extends throughout the body as a three-dimensional network. Membranous appearance
and envelops all body structures. Protect and shape the body. Fascia allow small movements such as the beating of the
heart or lung expansion. There is the superficial fascia and deep.     FASCIECTOMY, f. is a total or partial resection of a
fascia or fascia. Add a resection is a surgical operation consisting of separate total or partially one or several tissues in
the body.

feminazi
Feminazi is a not little controversial term.   It is a compound word (or acronym) for two terms feminism and nazi.  It
understands itself as a serious and derogatory insult toward those feminists radicalized.  Analogically, we could say that
if there are people from extreme left or other extreme right, feminazis would be feminist extremists.

fibra optica
optical fiber is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fiber optics" being its meaning:<br>Syntagma nominal.f.Es a
filament ( set of threads ) dielectric, such as glass or Acrylic polymers, capable of running and transmit light pulses
between its ends. Allows all types of communication transmissions: telephone, TV, Internet, high speed and distance,
without using electrical signals.

filantropias
Philanthropies is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PHILANTHROPY" being its meaning:<br>Name cult
Comun.f.termino. Greek in its etymology almost to the letter.   " Philos " friend, lover, favorable; and " anthropos " man;
Therefore, love of men, humans, love for humanity. Used to express tasks, AIDS or disinterested delivery to the
neighbors.

finde
weekend is incorrectly written, and should be written as "WEEKEND." being its meaning:<br>Syncopated abbreviation



of " weekend ".    Its use, that began with them adolescents and school young is going extending to them higher.

fitser
fitser is incorrectly written, and should be written as "FITSERS" as meaning:<br>Neologism. Loan vocabulary:
anticipate. The " fitsers " It is one of three new styles that come to be imposed between modern men, and the last, of
this second decade of the 21st century. They are men who care to maximize his physical appearance, are regulars at
the gym and adult instagram, whose ensign is a muscular body and shaved entirely; in such a way that it would get the
binomial of sportsmanship and artificial and sophisticated touch. Examples of this trend: Justin Bieber and Vin Diesel.

fliparse
freak out it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "1.Fliparse. "2.Flipado." to be its meaning:<br>It is
polysemous term. Depending on context, can mean: 1. Flipado: cool, cocky, believed. 2. freak out is: is synonymous to
hallucinate, believing see ghosts, not giving credit. 3.Flipado: is, at the same time, a fool, someone innocent, short
breath and dubious judgment.

flipas
you freak is incorrectly written and it should be written as "freak.   ( "You )" being its meaning:<br>He is second person
singular from the verbale neologism " FREAK OUT ". It is plurisemico term. 1.Alucinar, have visions. 2.estar placed by a
substance psychotropic or alcohol.3.sonar despierto.4. Enjoy too.

fortaleceo
fortaleceo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Strong" as its meaning:<br>Form of the imperative of the verb
strengthen, second conjugation. He is second person plural: '' you, strengthen you as ''. It means take stock of forces,
become strong, powerful.

fosas oceánicas
They are deep and narrow cavities that are often found in the waters of some oceans, particularly in the Pacific. They
are next to the edges of volcanic islands or on the sides of the continents. The water temperature is very low ( 0 - 2 ° )
and some measuring more than 11000 meters. Example the Challenger trench or Mariana.

francoamericano
Franco-American is incorrectly written and should write is as ' FRANCO-AMERICAN. "being its meaning:<br>Person's
sex male, male, of origin French ( franco ) and American ( American ). Is name common, m.sing.y compound.

frikada
frika is incorrectly written and should write is as "Frika." being its meaning:<br>Action of a geek. Understanding by geek
to a bold novice, someone little expert, one cheeky fan.

fruncion
frown is incorrectly written and should write it as "FRUITION." being its meaning:<br>Name common m.sing., abstract.
Pleasant, with pleasure and taste. It is a food, a reading, a rest.

gabiltza
Basque Word. It is a process of reflection, driven by Gaztematika, for those responsible for technical and educators of all
kinds that are dedicated to the promotion of childhood, adolescence and youth. The objective of this process of
reflection is to establish the basis for the definition of youth service.



galard
galard is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Genevieve de GALARD" being its meaning:<br>Geneviève de
Galard ( 13 April 1925-) It is a French nurse known as '' The Angel of Dien well Phu '' during the French war in
Indochina, 1954. So call it the press in Hanoi, but at camp called her by her first name, Genevieve. It was awarded for
their hard work and courage, as well as for his efforts in the hospital. He received the Medal of the LEGION of ''
HONNEUR.

gat
I understand that the term correct and concrete gag, which is singular male common name.  This is equivalent to "joke",
Picardy or laughable effect word.  Thus, the gag is a comic and visual effect that is spread through images.   It takes
place in representations of entertainment such as movies, theater, television programs or other entertainment such as
cabaret, circus, etc.  There is no spoken language, since everything focuses on mimicry or gesture.

gerdar
Its own name. You can both refer to the GERDAR forest, as to a shelter site in it. It belongs to the municipality of Alt
ÀNEU. It is close to the port de la BONAIGUA. Province of Lérida or Lleida.

germanos
Teutons or Germanic alludes to the peoples of the first centuries of our era, defeating the Romans, extend by what is
now Europe, above all, South and Center.  They came from Northern Europe and formed an ethnolinguistic group later
known as Germanic languages.   There were several villages or tribes, such as the Huns of Attila, the Vandals, the
Visigoths, the Franks.  .  .

gilsofato
gilsofato is incorrectly written, and should be written as "GLYPHOSATE" being its meaning:<br>It is a chemical
compound. Name: IUPAC. N ( phosphonomethyl ) glycine. Tien appearance white crystalline powder and odourless. It is
a broad spectrum herbicide, developed for the Elimination of perennial shrubs and herbs. Its use is controversial, since
toxicology and environmental.

goico etxea
goico etxea is incorrectly written and should write it as "GOIKOETXEA and GOICOECHEA." being its meaning:<br>It is
a surname of Basque origin. You can write volumes as GOICOECHEA. Also GOYCOECHEA. In Basque or Basque,
GOIKETXEA. And also GOIKOETXEA.

googlear
Googling is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Glooglear." being its meaning:<br>Verb tr. Neologism created
from the term GOOGLE model first conjugation verbal - AR. From here: GOOGLEAR.1. Is used as a Finder of doubts,
dates, words, authors, works and all type of information encyclopedic. 2. study, cultivate the spirit, increase knowledge
of all type and luck. 3. mode of distraction multicultural.

gostisismo
gostisismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gnosticism." being its meaning:<br>Philosophical-religious
doctrine of the origin of the Catholic Church, where confuyen several beliefs and doctrines like the Christian, the Jewish
and Eastern oas. It was intended to reach the KNOWLEDGE of the hidden, mysterious and intuitive things in regard to
the divinity.

greysi



greysi is incorrectly written and should write it as "CREISI." being its meaning:<br>Name common, m.sing.Anglicismo
and neologism. Comes from the English " CRAZY " crazy. Its pronunciation in Spanish, family is '' creisi ''.

gunfias
Common name. f.Pata of a Gargoyle independent and torn off of a public building, under the trickery of being good luck
charm.

hacer a huevo
do to egg is incorrectly written and should write is as "put to egg." being its meaning:<br>Put egg-adverbial phrase
mode. It says of that that is easy or that someone we facilitates.

hacer algo al tuntún
do something the tuntun is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Do something the tuntun.  " being its meaning:
locution adverbial of mode. Said is of that that is done without thinking, without put attention, without search it, without
intention. Without wanting to.

hacer la ola
do the wave is incorrectly written and it should be written as"THE WAVE." being its meaning:<br>Action which consists
to stand the spectators of a football stadium and move to one as if they were waves in push-pull. Began in the world of
Mexico 1986.

hacer polvo
make powder is incorrectly written and should be written as "Be made dust." being its meaning:<br>Verbal periphrasis
used as adverbial phrase variable to indicate that someone is very tired. It is family and metaphorical.   '' Powder '' here
has a value of metaphorical, inasmuch as it indicates to be undone, " ground ".

hacer un caño
make a pipe is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Make a pipe." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase of
mode. In football: action of a player, that is in pass the ball between the legs of another opponent in played and follow
with the ball after the action.

hacerse encima
Getting on top of it or doing it on it is a verbal periphrasis that is used as a euphemism to indicate that someone does
not dominate the sphincters, no longer controls their elemental and physical springs, both in urications and defecations. 
If we are allowed vulgarity, it is pissed or shit (even both functions) without going to the toilet or lowering your intimate
garments.

halomar
halomar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ALOMAR" being its meaning:<br>Transitive verb. Agriculture. It
comes back. Plow the land in such a way that Groove and Groove spacing is greater than normal with the end of is
forming loins.

harrikoa
harrikoa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "HARRIKOA EGIN" being its meaning:<br>It is a sentence
phrase in Basque or Basque meaning: scrub the dishes.



hazte unas trujas
Bundling is a Canute or porro. This is, prepare a cigarette of marijuana or cannabis. Used in men and can be singular or
plural: a truja, about trujas.

hecrofago
It is a graphic error with two serious faults.  Hecrophagus does not exist.  Necrophagus must be read with N- initial and
tilde, for being proparoxytone or esdrújula the word .  Noun , m .  Sing.   . - Say who practices Necrophagy, that is, the
act of eating corpses or dead animals.  It is a cultured and Hellenistic term.  From the Greek Nekros, "dead body" and
phagos, "to eat".  In addition to man, to a lesser extent, they practice necrophagy or are necrophages winged animals
such as vultures, par excellence, and mammals such as hyenas, which take the palm, coyotes, raccoons, fearsome
crocodiles, alligators or freshwater turtles, among reptiles.  And felines, such as lions or tigers, among others.  Also, in
another animal order, beetles, wasps, flies and some beetles. 

hemogenia
hemogenia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "HEGEMONY" as meaning:<br>Name comun.f.1.supremacia
a country exerts on another or others. 2. supremacy of an organisation, Association, company, etc., over another.

hidro
Prefix or suffix Greek cult, which means water. Hydro - and - hydro, respectively.

hiperenlace
hyperlink is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Hyperlink" being its meaning:<br>Name
Comun.m.corresponde to the world or the electronics sector. Specifically an element in an electronic document that
refers to another resource. Also known as: '' link 39, '' link '' or '' hyperlink ''. The hyperlinks are a fundamental part of the
architecture of the World Wide Web, but the concept is not limited to HTML or the Wed.

hiporexico
hiporexico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "HIPOREXICO" as meaning:<br>Adjective. Of hiporexia,
partial loss of hunger or appetite. Hiporexico is a depressant of hunger, which decreases the desire to eat. Cultismo
Greek: hypo '' 39, below, and '' orexis '' appetite, desire.

historia de calila y dimna
CALILA e DIMNA is a medieval collection of Tales from the 13th century ( 1251 ). They make up the first prose of
Spanish literature and is likely to send it translate Alfonso X the Sabio.Su matter comes from oriental literature, and in
turn, is Iranian, but it was translation of hindu " Panchatantra ( h. 300 A.d.  ). It would result in the exempla with animals
as protagonists. It has structure framed or '' mise in abyme ''.

hobrillos
hobrillos is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 HOMBRILLO; YOKE, plural )"being its meaning:<br>Name
longitudinal Comun.m.franja adjacent to the road where no is can circulate, aimed at cases such as troubleshooting and
accidentes.2. List of canvas to reinforce a shirt by the hombro.3. Ornament of silk or other fabric placed on her
shoulders.

hojase
named is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Loosen it and LOOSEN" being its meaning:<br>Verb. LOOSEN
and pronominal, loosen it. The first means badly out of eye, cursing or wish evil to a person, animal or thing, including
the plantas.2. In the pronominal form means " lost " spoil something or include negatively on their development. It is



trickery who believe in witches and evil powers.

hola caracola
Hello snail is incorrectly written and it should be written as "HI SHELL." being its meaning:<br>Voice of greeting. Is
employs loving, family, especially with the children or by spending jokes or winks of joy. Is looking for the gravel easy,
the value sound and euphonic with the rhyme inside: a reduplicación.

hugo
Hugo is a male name of medieval and Germanic origin.  It means intelligent, lucid, bright, ready, or insightful.

icactivo
icactivo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Inactive" being its meaning:<br>Adjetivo.m.Que remains without
performing any activity, movement or effort for a while for certain reasons.

ilocutorios
ilocutorios is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Acts ILOCUTORIOS" being its meaning:<br>This term
belongs to Linguistics, specifically to the pragmatic, science is where study of speech acts. Thus, in any act of speaking
three acts occur, at a time,: 1. saying of an act of speech, Internet point; 2. the intention of the Act ILOCUTORIO; and 3.
the effect on the receiver, Act PERLOCUTORIO. Putting examples: Act LOCUTORIO, " I love ". Act ILOCUTORIO ( 41
intention; declare our love, our feeling. PERLOCUTORIO Act, the effect on our receiver: astonishment, joy, surprise,...
See for interested parties Searle and Austin, among others.

imperiio
imperiio is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Empire" being its meaning:<br>Name comun.m. Political form
of a State or town that extends far beyond its borders rated and originating domain. It dominates and conquest to other
peoples and Lands, sometimes leaves them their own language and religion, as well as their culture. Although not
necessarily the full power it holds the emperador.2.tambien call so the total set of peoples under the rule of a single
emperor or Empress. Etymologically derived from the latin: '' imperium ''.

inafectabilidad
inafectabilidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "INAFECTABILIDAD certificate" being its meaning:<br>It
belongs to the Mexican law this term. Document issued to the owners of the rustic grounds, as a result of the agreement
issued by the competent land authority based on the previous legislation where decla Ana as an agricultural, livestock or
agricultural land was inafectable to resolve land staffing actions, taking into account the extent of his property, the
purpose for which it was intended and the exploitation of the same.

inferenciales
Inferential is the plural of inference, a term belonging to logic, being its fundamental purpose.  I.e., raised a few
premises, inference is that which is inferred from them.  In the plural are those obtained from several premises of any
inferential results.

infragilidad
Infragilidad.  1.  With the privative prefix in - everything that is not fragile, but hard, strong, resistant.

infrapolítica
 Infrapolitics Word composed of a prefix Infra- meaning 'inferior' and Politics, lexeme meaning 'relative to the polis',



Greek cultism meaning people plus the suffix -ica- meaning relationship or belonging.  In this case, it is relative to low
politics. 

infringido
infringed is incorrectly written and should write it as "INFRINGED." being its meaning:<br>The third conjugation 34
transitive verb participle; violating ". Does not meet a standard, a law, an order or command. Also acting in its against.

ingerada
ingerada is incorrectly written and should be written as "ingested /-to" being its meaning:<br>Past participle of simple
present of the verb eat. Introduce by the body through the mouth, food, drink, drugs, etc.

insensibilizarse
Numbed is verb which means, by the negative prefix in - losing sensitivity to pain, daily events, tragedies, or diseases or
how much can happen.

insentiva
encouraged is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Incentives" being its meaning:<br>INCENTIVE, incentive
adjective or name common f.o m.Aquello that make a thing, a job, an effort in a better and faster way. 2. the single name
is masculine. Prize or reward.

instalarse
Settle is living in a new place or House in the same city or another.  When someone has their possessions or the least of
your belongings in a particular place, even if it is a hotel or similar, it is said that it is installed.

intentarlo a toda costa
Try at all costs is an adverbial phrase so it means putting all the effort, all the forces and procedures within the reach of
anyone, including foreign aid to an end.

intrafuncional
intrafuncional it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "functional" being its
meaning:<br>Neologismo.Anglicismo: " Cross functional " semantic calque with meaning open and polysemic. It comes
to mean, without further precision, " 34 cross-functional; I.e. that it involves several functions, various relations between
various human members or commercial connections.

iphone 7
Smart phone or " 34 smartphone;. Common name m.sing.El number 7 refers to a concrete, specific model. And, at the
same time, the prefix " i-" indicates that such artifact belongs to the "Apple" trademark, whose logo, as it is well known, is
a bite Apple.

ir a marcar
Verbal periphrasis.-action of the dog when it comes to urination, pointing, as well its territory or possession. 2. What do
other mammals wild, as the lion or the Tiger, Leopard and others.

ir a marcar
Verbal periphrasis.-action of the dog when it comes to urination, pointing, as well its territory or possession. 2. What do



other mammals wild, as the lion or the Tiger, Leopard and others.

ir comiqueria
go comiqueria is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Go as I wanted to" being its meaning:<br>It is a verbal
periphrasis consisting of three elements: two verbs: '' go wanting to '' United by the modal link '' as ''.

ir maqueado
go maqueado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "GO TREE." being its meaning:<br>Verbal periphrasis. Be
arranged to go out, to work, to a presentation. Dress me conjoined.

ir niquelao
go niquelao is incorrectly written and should write is as "go nickel-plated." being its meaning:<br>Periphrasis verbal that
means that someone goes very well dressed, well arranged and very well conjoined with regard to footwear, costumes
and toilet.

ir puesto
Since go is incorrectly written and it should be written as "go, - a." being its meaning:<br>adverbial phrase of mode. It is
said is who is drugged or drunk. 2. also used with the sense of go very well arranged a ceremony, party, interview or
work.

iranzu
iranzu is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 IRANZU; in Basque, IRANTZU )." being its
meaning:<br>IRANZU means in Basque " helechal ". Given that this name is given to a Cistercian Monastery ( 12th -
14th ) in Navarra, near Estella, whose full name is the monastery of Santa María la Real de IRANZU. In Spanish it would
be Santa María de el Helechal or Santa María de la Plenitud.

ireverencia en la discusion
[ E] IRREVERENCE IN THE DISCUSSION Adverbial locution of way or periphrasis that means that one of the members
of the dispute or DISCUSSION disrespects respect, honor or verbally assaults another or others or shows inappropriate
gestures and civic, rude, such as sleeve cuts, pedorretas or combs.  The expression is misspelled: it is with two RR, for
being intervowel, and carries tilde, for oxytone or sharp discussion. 

irse la bola
go ball is incorrectly written and should be written as "Move the ball." being its meaning:<br>Verbal periphrasis. The
family, in common language, daily life, little care, losing the head. Mad, crazy, upsetting you, lose common sense. Go
crazy just got.

irse por la patilla
Reflective verbal periphrasis. Dry out, crap is, do it over, get dirty, exonerate the belly without control, vtener colitis, be
loose stomach.

isitopica
isitopica is incorrectly written and should be written as "ISOTOPIC, effect;" ISOTOPES."being its meaning:<br>The
ISOTOPE effect observed in superconductors, and consists of the variation of its properties using samples of various
isotopes. Often vary magnitudes as the temperature critical, the length of penetration and the field magnetic critical.



islote de perejil
islet of parsley is incorrectly written and should write it as "islet of parsley." being its meaning:<br>Small not inhabited
island that belongs to Spain and on which the Kingdom of Morocco wants to own its jurisdiction. Not many years back,
under the Government of Aznar, suffered this islet an invasion from ships Moroccan and sought to annex it
unsuccessfully.

istoria de dragones y princesas mas o menos
They are those dealing with fairy tales or wonderful oral, popular or folk tradition of all times and countries.

jahziel
jahziel is incorrectly written, and should be written as "JAHAZIEL" being its meaning:<br>Male name of Hebrew origin
meaning " Dios 34 work; or " Dios 34 force;. 2. means " Regarded by 34 God;. 3. no lack of those " the meaning of "
determining Dios or " " comforter Dios. There are several biblical characters ( Old Testament ) with this name.

jhannett
jhannett is incorrectly written, and should be written as "JEANETTE" being its meaning:<br>Janette Anne Dimet is a
British singer, known by the nickname of JEANETTE, who wins at the end of the 60s. Born in London in 1951, on 10
October. Among his most famous songs are: " why are you going?  "  ( 1974; 41, " I am rebellious "   ( 1995; 41.

jocabed
Hebrew name: JOCHEBED. Married to Amran and mother of three sons: Moses, Aaron and Miriam

jugar con dos barajas
Speech mode adverb. It indicates that someone acts with lies, deceit and falsehood; It is not clear and straight in their
attitudes and customs. It is said to play with or " " two decks. They are identical expressions.

juicio restitutorio
Term legal or law. He is the one who deals with the " return " giving or receiving a good someone on litigation for rights
pertinentes.2. It also means that it includes or requires restitution.

k significa cotichon
What cotichon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Party FAVORS" being its meaning:<br>Name comun.m. It
is a gallicism. It is the term disemico.1. On the one hand it alludes to the party, act or sumptuous celebration for any
reason determinado.2. On the other hand, the bag or dress that it is offered to each participant to give colour and sound
to the party: balloons, confetti, flutes, kazoos, whistles, streamers, etc.

kamera
Kamera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "CAMERA." being its meaning:<br>Adjective, f. sing. Used,
above all, to designate or describe sheets. It says camera to indicate it's bed, and not to cover another object, such as a
sofa.

kandinsky
Russian painter named Vasili V.Kandinski, who was one of the pioneers of abstract art and teacher and student of art in
Germany. Belongs to the so called School of Bauhaus ( 1922 - 1933-) Lived 77 years ( 1866 - 1944 ). Shape and color
are real transmitters of art, that is, in short, a spiritual quest: lines, geometries and colorful live or shutdown: therein lies
the artistic communication, the union with the Viewer. One of his key works, " Point and line on the flat ".



l nombre araza
l name arazá is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ARAZA" being its meaning:<br>Name Comun.m.arbusto
belonging to the family Myrtaceae. The araza is native to the Western Amazon region, near the source of the river that
gives its name to the region.2.tambien is the exotic fruit of this tree. This fruit has a sour taste and a fleshy and soft
texture, similar to the Peach.

la burundanga
the burundanga is incorrectly written and should write is as "Burundanga." being its meaning:<br>Burandanga is a name
common, female.    Drug that it overrides the will of who smells it or dissolved in the drink outlet. It is a recent neologism.
It is used for people to steal or rape women.

la ontananza
the ontananza is incorrectly written and should be written as "offing and '' in the distance ''." being its
meaning:<br>Adverbio.A so far. Is used to point out the things far and little clear. Better tell and write " in offing ".

la palabra esterlinas
the word Sterling is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sterling" being its meaning:<br>Common name.
f.Antigua English sterling silver coin; that is, an alloy of 92% silver and 7.5% copper or other metals and with a mass of
1, 555gramos or 1/240 pound Trojan. The pound was originally the value of a tower pound of sterling silver weight: here,
the current name, '' Sterling ''.

lacios
Tell yourself about straight hair, without curling or frizz. Also of that which has little vigour or energy.

laguntxu
laguntxu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "LAGUNTXO or LAGUNTXU" being its meaning:<br>Affective
diminutive in Basque.   " Lagun 34, friend, and suffix " tx " '' which means House '' family.

largimetraje
largimetraje is incorrectly written and should write is as a "FEATURE." being its meaning:<br>Name common
m.sing.Palabra compound: long and footage. Is used for pointing them movies of long duration: usually, between 90 and
120 minutes.

las tic
ICT is incorrectly written and it should be written as "LASTIK ( LASTIK KAPINDA )"being its meaning:<br>It is a Turkish
Word. Used in the semantic field of tires. It means gum base. See also " Lastikkap ".

lemures
Lemurs are primates endemic estrepsirrinos of the island of Madagascar.  By their acute and shrill voices that issue they
are named of lemurs, as he was called to the ghosts or spirits of the Latin mythology.  In addition are nocturnal and
bright eyes, which makes them extraordinary beings causing terror.  Its scientific name is Lemuroidea, class, the
Mammalia and their order primates.

lenguaje de manos
The language of hands is a non-verbal language that is carried out by means of signs of the hands and arms.  Used
between the deaf and to communicate with them.  It is a body language.



leonesista
 LEONESISTA .  Common or noun name .  Male and female singular.  Say of the politically supporting person to take
the kingdom of León, in Spain, No as an independent autonomy and not annexed to Castile, as it is currently.  Its
etymology comes from León plus the suffix -ista preceded by the infidel -es- .  The current provinces of León, Zamora
and Salamanca would form such a community. 

lerrouxistas
lerrouxistas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "LERROUXISTAS." being its meaning:<br>So called fans of
Alejandro LERROUX García ( 1864 - 1949 ). Radical Republican and several times President of the second Spanish
Republic.

letrado patrocinante
sponsoring lawyer is incorrectly written and it should be written as "PROPAGANDA POSTER. "POSTER
ADVERTISING." being its meaning:<br>Phrase that means " poster announcing of a product ". It refers to the set of
letters ( legal ) and to the made of being public paying a money by advertisements is, by sponsoring a product. It's very
twisted way.

libertad con papeles en regla
Freedom with the papers is a bit colloquial, but understandable, said that someone who has been detained or in prison,
has been free.  And, elderly, granted a permit of the official residence of the country where it has arrived or was
retained.

literalitoso
 LITERALITOSO It is a neologism.  Tell about that person or text related to literature. It is a word composed of a lexema
: Literal , an influence -it- and a suffix -bear , which means own or relative to , related to .  Its use is not extended. 

llayo
llayo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "YAYO" being its meaning:<br>Common name. m. YAYO, because
term that in some places and families in Spain is called the grandfather and grandmother. It is imitation of the babbling
of the child.

los 4 monos sabios
4 wise monkeys is incorrectly written, and should be written as "THE THREE MONKEYS WISE." being its
meaning:<br>Actually are four wise monkeys, but three. These three monkeys, of tradition East, represent allegorically
the wisdom by the position of their respective hands. One is cover the eyes, another is covers the mouth and, finally, the
third tapina them ears with their hands. With this want to tell that in the life is a great law and Council of WISDOM know
see, hear and shut up.

lujuriosos
Lustful is plural of lustful, adjective.  That is, people who have excessive penchant sex action;  whether it is through
masturbation, company of others, paying, with animals or otherwise.

luva o luba
luva or luba is incorrectly written and it should be written as "LUVA" being its meaning:<br>It is a Portuguese word. It
means glove.



maestranda
According to the Mexican Academy of language is worth say that master is a neologism that referred to a student
enrolled in the master's degree. In this case it is a noun f.singular. And add this source, with morphological reason, if the
suffix - ND,-nda is used to express that it is " in 34 process; e.g..  ( our )  " 34 doctoral student; It is a student who is in
the process of acquiring doctoral degree; in the same way that it would be " 34 Ph.d. student; Thus, the way female " 34
MASTER; It indicates as noun to a woman who is in the process of getting your degree or a degree in any masters title.

mal quedas
ill stay is incorrectly written and should write is as "Malqueda." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase in a way it is. Is
used for pointing that someone not complies with his word.

malamigo
This term does not exist written all together, but it is a nominal phrase consisting of two words: bad friend, the first being
an adjective and the second a name.  He is someone holding it by a straight, true and faithful friendship, whereas be
treacherous, unfaithful and sinuous.

malcriando
It is a simple gerund of the verb " " spoil. Bad educate children, allowing that they always come out with his. Lack of
discipline and order. Be too condescending. Pandering too much with their whims and llantinas.

malware
Loan lexicon of the world of Cybernetics. Anglicism: " malicious software " malicious software. It is a dangerous cyber
threat. Also receive these names: '' babware; 39, malicious code, '' malware 39, '' malware 39, '' 34 malicious software; A
Dee type is software that aims to sneaking and damage a computer or computer system.

marco teorico
theoretical framework is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Theoretical framework" being its
meaning:<br>Theoretical framework is a nominal phrase related to science or the scientific research of all kinds: for
example, a doctoral thesis. In short, it is the set of ideas, procedures, and different theories that serve researchers to
argue his thesis, science or opinion on something.

mareos cervicales
Suffer dizziness or go is the head, losing the balance by lesions in the cervical.

marileidy
Word contracta. Composed by Mari: female name; and " leidy " sound of the anglicism '' lady ''  >   " leidy ". It's a real
mixed neologism: hispaninglis. [Term that coined us here]. Its meaning is homosexual, homoerotic. Also male
effeminate.

maylet
Feminine proper name. It originally comes from the latin and means " wonderful " full of wonders, extraordinary gifts and
things.

más contento que unas pascuas
Locution adverbial so that indicates that someone is happy, satisfied in great degree. Using a comparison or analogy to
strengthen the fact that happiness. In this case " Easter " denotes the time of Easter;  but, in turn, connotes spring:



REBIRTH of nature, flowers, birds, light, colour, perfumes. Nature revitalizes. Overcome that gratitude and happiness is
a hyperbole, a mode of sobrepujamiento.

me la trae fresca
me it brings fresh is incorrectly written and should write is as "Me brings to the fresh." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial
phrase of mode. Expression used to indicate that something gives us equal, that does not disturb us nor moved. In
short, that gives us the same is running or not.

me renta
Locution adverbial of mode. Means that something interested to the speaker, that you is favorable, that comes out
winning with such or which action.

me tiens frita
me tiens fried is incorrectly written and should write is as "I HAVE FRIED." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase of
mode. Tiring to someone. 2. give rest, truce someone with quite the guff from another.

medicasion}
medicasion} is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Medication" being its meaning:<br>Name timely
comun.f.1.administracion of how many drugs are required to relieve pain or cure and prevent a disease.2. Type of
drugs, dosage and form them to cure diseases, to prevent them or aliviarlas.3. Therapeutic use of drugs.

menoscabo laboral
job impairment is incorrectly written and it should be written as "LABOUR PREJUDICE." being its
meaning:<br>Periphrasis. Sintagma nominal: name ( prejudice ) and adjective ( job ). Masculine singular. Decrease the
prestige, the value or the importance of someone in the work. In his place labour.

mer-may
MER-may is incorrectly written, and should be written as "MERMAID" being its meaning:<br>Loan vocabulary,
anglicism. Means, in fact, be hybrid between women and animals, both marine bird. Although the general trend ( and
vulgar ) It is thought that the SIRENS are beings upper half in anthropomorphic form of woman and the Cantle bottom,
true sirens of the " Odyssey " of Homer, Ovando with their sorcerers songs Ulysses, tied to the mast of his ship, were, in
fact, birds; what otherwise may have the expression " song of sirens "? Perhaps " " sing? the fish, or are the birds
singing? Therefore means Mermaid, and this is to be half woman, half Songbird.

mesosefalo
mesosefalo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "MESOCÉFALA" as meaning:<br>Corresponds to the
Anatomia.fue the Swedish Professor Anders Retzius ( 1796 - 1860 ) who first used the cephalic index in '' physical
anthropology '' to classify ancient human remains found in Europa.clasifico said Professor brains into three broad
categories: 1. «dolicocephallic», '' long and slim '' 2. «brachycephallic», '' short and wide '' 3. «mesocéfala», '' long and
wide intermediate ''.

meter bucos
meter Puffbirds is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Meter bucos." being its meaning:<br>Verbal periphrasis
indicating give hits, punches, swipes, hosts.

metroespiritual



metroespiritual is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 METROESPIRITUAL; plural:-is )" being its
meaning:<br>Neologism. Its etymology comes from the apocope of Metropolitan, ( relative or inhabitant of a big city: "
metron " and " 34 politis;  ) and the added " spiritual " whose literal meaning would be: " spiritual of the great city ". Is,
strictly speaking, one of the three new styles of this second decade of the 21st century, as " fitsers "   ( cfr. in this same
glossary that term we have defined 41. The METROESPIRITUAL offers a look with flavor to the hippies, but with a less
seedy appearance and, consequently, more neat. They defend several social causes, such as environmentalism; they
are friends of yoga and practice organic diet. Known examples: Richard Gere, Johnny Depp or Ashton Kutcher.

microhibridación
 Microhybridization Chemical or biological process by which new impure organisms can be reproduced, product of a
mixture or symbiosis, very small in a laboratory, usually transgenic.  It is a scientific term and, therefore, based on Greek
lexemes.  Prefix micro- , 'small', insignificant and the noun derived from hybrid, mixed, mixed, impure. 

microvoladuras
Microexplosions are small piercings practiced in the rocky terrain in order to push it.  These holes, in order to overcome
resistance and rock hardness, are carried out with blasting from the ground, but as small arriving not to drill, but crack,
creating cracks.  As they are minimal, they receive the cult micro-prefix, 'small'.  These microexplosions are carried to
term with a minimum load of dynamite.

mil pies
thousand feet is incorrectly written, and should be written as "THOUSAND FEET." being its meaning:<br>Animal of
Arthropoda belongs to the Group of " myriapods ". Are mandibular land. Must its name to the existence of numerous ''
feet ''  ( between 20 and 400 pairs of appendages ) but not which indicates its name. They have a pair of antennas and
breathe through tracheae. Are herbivores.

minerologo
Mineralogist singular masculine, common name. -Is person who has studied and is an expert in minereologia, that is, at
the same time, a branch of geology; i.e., the science that studies the minerals, as well as inorganic compounds on the
planet.  Etymologically the word mineralogist comes from two terms: one prerromance, Celtic, minus, which means [m]
mine and the Greek suffix cult logos/Lodge, meaning 'word, Treaty, science, study, knowledge'.  Therefore it is one who
studies and known minerals, such as gold, silver or other richer; as well as precious stones and little pecuniary value.

morir con las botas puestas
Adverbial phrase of mode. Put effort, forces and possibilities in action, although this is not achieved or achieved.

mortero y mango
mortar and handle is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mortar and hand" being its meaning:<br>Name
Comun.m.el mortar is a great tool of kitchens and the drugstores or chemical laboratories or pharmacopoeia. It serves
for crushing or mashing the ingredients such as garlic, pepper, parsley, drugs or other items. They can be wood ( the
more current and culinary ) metal - called almirez - ceramic or stone such as marble. Consists mortar, amen your
material and use of two elements: a container deep and rounded, mimicking a glass or similar Bowl, where spoil
substances them to crush, and an another utensil, a hammer, with wide and thick Cape and tail adapted to the fist of the
hand to mash the contents. Is of the same material as the bowl.

mortero y pilon
mortar and pilon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mortar and PILON" being its meaning:<br>Name this
name Comun.m.con, " mortar and pylon " the so-called pharmacy mortar is known. It is used for crushing tablets or other
substances, according to medical prescription. It's common that the mortar or bowl is porcelain ( Wedgwood mortar,



year 1779 ) being the pylon of wood.  ( Hand, of our authorship ) and Cfr.Mortero.

movember
Movember is incorrectly written, and should be written as "NOVEMBER." being its meaning:<br>Misspelled word. Really
should refer to " november " eleventh month of the year in English.

movimiento curvilineo
Flat or curvilinear to that movement in the space movement which is parabolic, circular or oscillatory is called.  They
have to be considered a source, axes and the trajectory of the mobile.  The magnitudes which describe a curvilinear
movement are the vector in r position [n /] in an instant t.

mozita
mozita is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mocita." being its meaning:<br>This term is used to refer to a
young woman, a teenage girl. Is used in Spanish, although is falling in disuse. Is diminutive affectionate of moza.

muelas de santa apolonia
Santa Apolonia is considered by the Christian faith as the patron saint of dentists, whose feast is celebrated on 9
February.  It was in Alexandria (Egypt) and before his death burned in a bonfire by a Christian, was martyred by the
brutal removal of all their teeth in the most atrocious manner.  [In the middle ages worshiped it is everywhere, praying
and bringing offerings to avoid or lessen toothache] /e].

muerdealmohadas
muerdealmohadas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Muerdealmohadas." being its meaning:<br>Common
name, m.sing.Compuesto: bite pillow. It said are passive and homosexual subject receiving sex anal.//2.Recibe this
name appeared by its possible position in bed during sexual intercourse.

mujer publica
female public is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Public woman." being its meaning:<br>Said is of that
woman that sells her body, that traffic can get same. That rent their sexual services. Alquiladiza.

multiculturaltismo
multiculturaltismo is incorrectly written and should be written as " Multiculturalism.  " being its meaning: society in which
they live and coexist in many cultures. The society of the future will be multicultural or won't.

multipremiada
 MULTIPREMITED Adjective .  Feminine, singular.  It applies to a work of art, of whatever sign, which has been awarded
several, diverse or many awards.  Etymologically it consists of the Latin prefix Multi- , which means 'many' and the
lexema -premi- , the suffix --ad- plus the female gender morphem -a . 

mumullar
mumullar is incorrectly written and should write it as "MURMUR." MUTTERING."being its meaning:<br>Term of dubious
reading. It does not exist. I propose to MURMUR. And even MURMULLLAR. And its derivatives: twin and murmullo.1.
Speak in a low voice expressing complaints or imprecations. 2.Rezar in a susurro.3. Denigrating to someone away.

musa dariana



Musa dariana is incorrectly written and it should be written as "STYLE RUBENDARIANO. MUSA
RUBENDARIANA."being its meaning:<br>Style or way of writing of the Nicaraguan poet Rubén DARIO. Also current
that follows such style.

muy indio
very Indian is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Being very Indian." being its meaning:<br>They are actually
two words: very and Indian. Indian, in this case, is, by admitting the particle of superlative adjective: very. Therefore, it
means to be Indian in extreme degree. It has a familiar and imaginary meaning: 1. which is little educated, messy,
independent and little social.// 2. Madrid, the follower of the Atlético de Madrid football team.

nanometrico
Nano is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Nano." being its meaning:<br>Adjetivo.m. relative owned or nm.  
Nanometer is a unit of length that is equivalent to a billionth of one meter ( 1 nm = 10-9 m ) or a millionth of a millimeter.
Commonly used to measure the wavelength of infrared radiation and light.

navarrista
 NAVARRISTA Adjective, masculine, singular.  Say of the person in the in part of the political independence of Navarra,
apart from the purported annexation or rapprochement of the Basque Country or the Basque Country. 

neoglotico
neoglotico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "neo-Gothic" being its meaning:<br>It is called neo-Gothic art
of the 19th century, linked to romanticism. Is characterized by the use of gargoyles and other animals revolting, as well
as its opposition to the rationalism Neoclasico.es movement historicist, architectural and decorative.

nicromancia
nicromancia is incorrectly written and should be written as "NECROMANCY. NINGROMANCIA."being its
meaning:<br>Divinatory art through the invocation of the dead, his spirit.

niglomancia
niglomancia is incorrectly written and should be written as " Necromancy.  " being its meaning: art of adivininar calling to
the spirits of the deceased.

no estar bien del tarro
Locutiva verbal periphrasis. Applies to people who are poor rational, intellectually. Be crazy. Not be well in the head. It is
clear metaphorical expression, where '' head '' It is a real term, changed by the imaginary '' jar ''.

no me rayes
not me rayes is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Not me rayes.  " being its meaning: adverbial phrase. Is a
phrase used by them young to indicate that someone not must bother it or disturb it. Do not bother.

no pillar
not to catch is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Catch or No catch." being its meaning:<br>Transitive verb
in the form negativa.1. Don't get something. It is used in terms and slang between camels and servers of drugs. 2. also
as not understanding something abstruse, difficult discernment.



no te esfuerces
Do not strive Adverbial Locution in a way that tells someone that no matter how much they are explained or tried to seek
favorable or exculpatory arguments, they will be of no use to them anymore.

nombre de ximena
name of Ximena is incorrectly written and should write it as "Jimena." being its meaning:<br>This feminine proper name
is of patronymic origin; This is derived from a proper name, Jimeno, masculine. Its more remote origin is Hebrew,
Simon, Shimon, Simeone, Simona. From here, passing the Peninsular languages: for some would be the first in the
Basque, back in the 6TH century, with Eneko Jiménez, first King of Navarra.Se can write like Jimenez ( - ez, son of )
and Ximena,- or; Ximenez, Gimenez.

nou
Nou is incorrectly written, and should be written as "NOUS or NOOS" being its meaning:<br>It is a cult and Greek term
corresponding to the philosophy. For Plato the NOUS corresponds to intelligence. In general, it is the highest part of the
soul: the Espiritu.vease " 34 PHAEDRUS; cited philosopher.

octopilla
flyer. -Singular feminine name.  This term has two meanings: 1.  Small sheet of paper, the size of half page, which is
used for the dissemination of pamphlets, generally political, advertising or other writings.  It is usually associated,
according to contexts, with anarchism and currents prohibited in some countries since the end of the 19th century, the
20th and the 21st century present.  They are launched by anonymous citizens, when they have this look of forbidden.  2.
 Also named in metric a stanza of eight verses of less art (usually eight) formed by two rendondillas with three rhymes. 
The feature lies in repeat one two rhymes of the redondilla first in the second.  This is your scheme, which serves as
example: abba: cbbc.

offshore
It is an evident anglicism which literally means " overseas " " away from the coast, " " the sea ". It has two meanings
related semantically: 1. OFFSHORING, business term, manufacturing, production, business or industrial activity outside
the country of origin; means deslocalizacion.2.en the financial sector, on the other hand, means '' tax haven '' money
laundering. Andorra, Switzerland and many islands are known havens. In sum, out of legal in terms of finances.

okupación
 Substantive Okupation .  M. S .  Relatively modern movement of society of the late twentieth century and early 21st of a
universal and urban nature in its origins, characterized by taking illegal possession of the property of others, especially
real estate, through the violence of breaking the lock or manipulating it.  It maintains the letter k, rather than the C, as a
sign of an alternative identity of Anarkist groups at the origin.  Today it is not only urban that movement.  It is even
dominated by mafias that benefit from those who will be tenants and the owners of the properties, not infre sfreeded by
banks or real estate companies. 

olvidarse de tomar la pastilla
It is a verbal periphrasis or adverbial phrase to indicate that someone is outside their boxes. Put it another way, is used
to accuse anyone, their nervousness, their bad mood, its decomposition, their hysterics, his impatience or any other
symptoms of eventual madness. Is used as verb reflexive: I me, you you, etc. 2. It goes without saying that such PILL is
a tranquilizer.

oplomania
oplomania is incorrectly written, and should be written as "OPIOMANIA" as meaning:<br>Name comun.f. A drug that
produces high consumption of opium. Folly, Vice, or passion, as well as dependence on those who consume is



substance.

ordas
This term is written so: Horde and ordu Turk and here it comes to French as orda and since this Mongolian horde that is
where, as a gallicism, our word in Spanish.  In principle it meant military camp in the two native languages; but now
systematically used in history books as a set of nomadic savages.

orgasan
orgasan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lazy" being its meaning:<br>Name or adjective. Person inclined
to laziness, not to make mucho.2. Lazy, idle.

ostuco
ostuco is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Stucco" being its meaning:<br>Name comun.m.1.masa made
with white plaster and water of tail, used distemper interior walls, make mouldings, reliefs on the walls, vaults and
images, which can be then painted or coated oro.2. Also named the mass of slaked lime and marble dust with which are
the walls of before straightening them paint with turpentine or wax.

oterada
oterada is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TACKY" being its meaning:<br>Common name F.dicese of that
act or thing is bad taste, bizarre, vulgar and garish. Derived from the term " tacky " originally, dependent shop in Madrid,
chico errand. Then, commonly, everything that denotes evil taste, that is vulgar and careless, plume.

oveja que bala bocado que pierde
This locution, sheep that bullet, bite that lost belongs to the semantic field of the proverbs.  It is, therefore, a popular
saying or proverb.  As the vast majority presents a figurative meaning, that is, not in its right sense or at the foot of the
letter.  When it is said, not referring to the sheep, but people, who hear it relate it to talk much and, consequently, not to
eat.  Empleabase this saying in distant times, perhaps in the postwar years of the twentieth century, both in Spain and in
Europe.  And it could extend until the 1970s.  I had use greater force and sense, when we ate a pot, Bowl or pan, a
group of people, such as a family, a group or gang of reapers, collectors of olive or grape pickers or almond.  To who
talked a lot, warned that no one was going to let her ration.  So take the appropriate consequences.  .  .

pacá
I understand that paca is a vulgarismo that is used in oral and careless language.  It is a contraction of two terms: for,
which is a preposition, and to the adverb of place here equivalent and synonymous with the deictic here that indicates
the nearness or proximity of the transmitter or speaker.  The right thing is to here  or here.  The first being the form
suitable for this sloppy and vulgar expression.

paidocracia
Is of Greek origin term: cultismo. "Consists of three elements:"paidos", child;" Kratos', Government, State, and the suffix
"IA". In purity and literally, Government of the children. Lately, drug abuse has spread, a lato way, arriving at Spanish
politics "young" people, by extension, "paidos", child to young people (politicians). Calls the names. CFR.anos
2015-2017.

palabras misquitas
misquitas words is incorrectly written and it should be written as "MISKITO" being its meaning:<br>They are an ethnic
group of Central America who speak a language belonging to tongues misumalpan, which, in turn, are part of the
lenmichi of the Macrochibchas language group. Its territory was not conquered by the Spaniards. It extends from Cape



Camarón, in Honduras, to more South of the Rio Grande de Matagalpa, in the current Nicaragua.

palabras sufijos
words suffixes is incorrectly written and it should be written as " SUFFIX.  " being its meaning: there are no words
suffixes, but that a word admits derivative suffixes leg complete their signicado. Here is an example. Say the word '' cat
''. Is a word essential, primitive, the minimum with meaning: animal pet, feline, mammal... And now, we put a SUFFIX: - it
- ( this is a derivative SUFFIX that adds to the term cat a new hue: Nice, small...  ) and tenemosgat-it-o = Gath - lexeme
or root; - it - = diminutive SUFFIX and - or = gender morpheme = M.

paranesis
paranesis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PARENESIS" being its meaning:<br>Feminine name.
Exhortation or admonition directed to the soul to direct it towards the good moral or ethical. It is used in religious
sermons.

paratexto verbal
verbal Paratext is incorrectly written and it should be written as "PARATEXT." being its meaning:<br>It is a term that
Gérard Genette is due to the French NARRATOLOGO and means any text that is outside of a literary work, but in its
surroundings. Example: in a novel are paratextos the title, the texts of the cover or back cover, the prologue and
epilogue, autograph any notice that contributes to clarify the text itself.

pargel ojiplatico
Ojiplatico. -Neologism that functions as adverb of exclamation mode.   Is term composed of two simple words: 'eye' and
'dish'.  The two, names.  The correct meaning is to indicate that someone has been amazed before a situation or
extraordinary news.  So that, instead of using a periphrasis adverbial as: "have opened me eyes as two dishes", shrinks
in the expression "ojiplatico".   OJ - (lexeme)-i, infix plat-(lexeme) - ico, suffix.

pargelas
pargelas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Parcels." being its meaning:<br>Parcela.Nombre, f.s.Parte from
land of another major. Used as urban planning, sometimes, and as land for farming or building from farm to farm, in
other cases.

pauperico
pauperico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pauperico." being its meaning:<br>Amateur of RCD
ESPANYOL.

pegar porte
Paste porte is incorrectly written and should write is as "catch the bearing." being its meaning:<br>Leave is of a place or
site. Be removed.

pelos de bruja
You have or take hair from witch is an adverbial phrase so it means that someone (especially women) is tousled or
badly combed, with developed hair.

pensando
[Thinking is the gerund of the verb to think].  It is an impersonal way, and indicates someone is carrying out such an
action at a given time.



peritazgo
Name Comun.m.peritazgo and expertise are two equivalent terms; but used much more the second, expertise, opposite
the first. It consists of a work, study, and report technical expert or expert on the subject, about the same discipline or
another closely related to it.

personjes
personjes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Characters" being its meaning:<br>Set of beings involved in a
work of fiction: film, drama, novel, etc.

petarlo
petal is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Petal." being its meaning:<br>Fill it.

pilingi
pilingi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PILINGUI." being its meaning:<br>It is familiar, vulgar term.
Restricted use. It is used to refer to prostitutes or women lightweight helmets.

pilingi
pilingi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PILINGUI." being its meaning:<br>It is familiar, vulgar term.
Restricted use. It is used to refer to prostitutes or women lightweight helmets.

piltrafilla
piltrafilla is incorrectly written and should be written as " Piltrafilla.Su cousin " being its meaning: Piltrafilla-diminutive of
piltrafa. Adj.m.Persona offering little trust, of questionable conduct, given to vices. The diminutive gives a connotation of
salvageable, not to be cast to lose.

pins
pins is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PIN" to be its meaning:<br>It is term acrostic of several meanings.
Navidad.PIN playground. in electronics, Tablet for electrical connections. Small size logo.  " Personal Identification
Number " Personal identification number. National left party, ( 41 Chile; Party of national integration, ( Colombia ).

pipolera
pipolera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PIPIOLERA" as meaning:<br>Common name. f.Conjunto of
pipiolos or children. 2 applies also to a group of young inexperienced in some activity.

pirsin
piercing is incorrectly written and should write it as "PIERCING." being its meaning:<br>Ornament that is put on any part
of the body human: lips, tongue, nose, Glans, nipples, ass or vagina; by quote only some, without forgetting the ears,
place of such objects by antonomasia.    Anglicism and neologism: " piercing " in English. Can be of several types:
pendants and rings, stuck with a stone, Ruby, etc.   It is used as a form: singular and masculine gender. The PIERCING.
Three PIERCING.

pistoletazo de salida
kick off is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Kick out." its meaning:<br>It is said is also what starts, is the
character that is. Start any task.



plantar un olivo
planting an olive tree is incorrectly written and it should be written as "PLANTING AN olive TREE." being its
meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase which is used in figurative and euphemistic way to indicate that someone is removed to
defecate. In this metaphor droppings are the so-called tree.

plantas briofitas
plants bryophytes is incorrectly written and should write is as "PLANTS BRYOPHYTES." being its meaning:<br>They
are those plants lacking conductive vessels, flowers and fruits. They are small and live in damp places. They reproduce
by spores. Were the first plants of the Earth in the Paleozoic. Lack of roots and tissues specialized. The leaves carry,
like much, a conductive central nerve. We speak of the liverworts and mosses.

pley bac
pley bac is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PLAYBACK" being its meaning:<br>It is an anglicism which can
be translated as " 34 lip sync; or " 34 fonomimica;. It is called thus synchronization see lip movements with vowels
spoken or sung, in such a way as it may seem that it is sung or spoken live and live.

poleados
poleados is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 POLEADOS; TORTURED )"being its meaning:<br>Polear is
a Portuguese term, derived from the medieval instrument " Polo " pulley. With the pulley I used to torture prisoners in the
Inquisition or the real justice, thefts, crimes or other damage. Means, therefore, torture. Poleados would be tortured.

polidepoprtivo
polidepoprtivo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sports" being its meaning:<br>Name
Comun.m.componentes lexicons: prefix, " poly-" the Greek, many; - deport-, lexeme; - iv - suf. and ''- or  '' masculine
gender morpheme. Place where you can practice several sports, covered or uncovered; with or without bleachers for
spectators

polo de atraccion fisica
magnet physics is incorrectly written and it should be written as "POLE OF ATTRACTION PHYSICS." being its
meaning:<br>Each of the two poles of a magnet. There are two poles, positive and negative. Those of the same sign
repel each other, opposites attract. With a cross is designates the pole positive, with a script or symbol of remaining (-)
the negative. Serves for the power: batteries, batteries and cables.

pomello
pomello is incorrectly written, and should be written as "GRAPEFRUIT." being its meaning:<br>It is a fruit of the family of
citrus like Orange and lemon. It is now sour and very bitter. It takes in juice with sugar or honey.

poner los tochos
put the logs is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Put the logs." being its meaning:<br>Locution adverbial so
that it is equivalent to being unfaithful. It is worth putting the horns to someone, wife, husband, boyfriend, girlfriend, lover
or beloved.

ponerlospuntossobrelasies
Put the points on the ies is an adverbial phrase so that does clarify things, modes behave and remember the rules in a
relationship or agreement.  When someone jumps is such rules superior or equal can express all their complaints
reasoned.  Such an act is what the expression which, by the way, is written separate and as we have pointed out it
above.



ponjal
ponjal is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PONGAL" being its meaning:<br>It is a proper name. So you call
a festival that is celebrated at the winter solstice, by the appreciation of the harvest in the State of Tamil anyone, in the
territory of the India called Pondicherry. The Soaker God is dedicated to Surya, the Sun God. Matches our month of
January, mid: from 13 to 15.

por la patilla
the pin it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "BY THE BLADE." being its meaning:<br>Locution adverbial of
mode. Means go to some site bucket, enter free, do not spend anything, be invited.

porfaplis
porfaplis is incorrectly written and should be written as "Porfaplis ( anglohispano 41 neologism;. DaD"being its
meaning:<br>Ask or request that someone makes to another person. Compound word is: on the one hand, of the short
contract of " "   " please " and, secondly, of the anglicism hispanicized phonetically in " plis " rather than " please " written
originally.

postraumático
The post-traumatic stress disorder, so the term is used, it is a mental illness which is triggered once someone has
suffered or witnessed a frightening and very serious event.  Its symptoms are manifested in the fact of having
nightmares, false or repeated vivid memories, as well as constant unconscious thoughts about one or several scenes of
the adverse event.

practicas
practices is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Practices" being its meaning:<br>Name comun.f. 1 act or
carrying out an activity on an ongoing basis and in accordance with its rules. 2. temporary period during which someone
practice a particular occupation in order to obtain your domain or, at least, to have an experiment.

preevieron
preevieron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Provided" being their meaning:<br>Verbally predict ( 2nd
conjugation ). Third-person plural of the indefinite preterite or perfect past simple indicative of. Perceive the possibility
that anything can or may happen or happen. Or what such a thing happen in purity.

prestación pecuniaria
It is more common and correct to use the expression pecuniary loan that is all advancement of money making someone
from another, on loan and repayment moods.   The most frequent and usual is that such lending is carried out through
interest rates and repayment time.   Both banks and individuals do.

principio filantropico
principle filantropico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "PHILANTHROPIC principle" being its
meaning:<br>PHILANTHROPY is an adjective that means that something or someone is related to PHILANTHROPY.
I.e. related to unselfish action help us help others, congeners. It is worth remembering that the word PHILANTHROPY
comes from the Greek: edges, '' love 39, '' friend of '' and anthropos, '' 39 man; literally, love of mankind, men. Thus, it
will be " first PHILANTHROPIC " any cause or action to push someone to give selflessly to others.

probidente
probidente it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Provident" being its meaning:<br>Adjective and name,
depending on the context. Polysemous term: generous 1.Persona, to the ayuda.2. Prudente.3, warned. Carrying a



morigerada and cautious behavior.

procrastrinación
procrastrinacion is incorrectly written and should write it as "PROCRASTINATION." being its meaning:<br>Nombre.f. Act
by which something is has left for then, for tomorrow, but that never is takes to out or, if is does, it is to last time. Lag.
Aplazamiento.postergacion.de " procrastinate "   ( latin ): '' pro '' later and '' cras '' tomorrow; i.e., that which refers to the
world to come.

proferir injurias
utter slander is incorrectly written and should write is as " UTTER SLANDER.  " being its meaning: Periphrasis
conjugation. Say, say, throwing falsehoods with intention to harm someone who has not committed such acts or said
such assertions.

provisuria
provisuria is incorrectly written and should be written as "temporary, or" being its meaning:<br>Adjetivo.f. tentative. What
is not will hesitate to what is transitory, without peer or title.

psico-vampírico
 PSYCHOVAMPIRIC Word preferable as unique and without union hyphens.  It is formed, in its composition, by two
terms: the Greek cultism "psycho", derived from psyche, "soul" and the Slavic term "vampire", bat that feeds on blood.  
It has spread to those who attack humans.  The concrete meaning has two meanings: 1 .  People who have an
aggressive instinct to murder or recreate themselves with blood.  2 .  By extension, all those humans who are impelled
to suck the blood, money or feelings to others. 

psicodinámica
Psychodynamic is a theory which comes Freudian psychoanalysis and has a deep character, because that is based on
the unknown of the human mind, that which is alien to the person, but that influences their behavior or conduct, the
unconscious appeal of the psychological treatments, studies and artistic procedures that focus on the arts, literature,
film, painting, sculpture, etc are obtained.  In a Word, the dream world where arises, e.g. surrealism or surrealism.

pteridofitas
pteridofitas is incorrectly written and should write it as "PTERIDOFITAS." being its meaning:<br>Name, feminine, plural.
Division of plant whose cycle of life AC in their generations, although prevails the phase diploid ( when produces spores
) about the haplaoide ( that produces gametes ). An example of these plants, the fern.

pullosvoro
pullosvoro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PULLOVER" being its meaning:<br>Loan vocabulary.
Anglicism. Clothing fiber, wool or cotton, covers the chest, and comes from the neck, where it gets, the waist usually. It
has a round neck. It is woven by hand or machine. It also covers the arms.

puntigudos
puntigudos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "pointed" being its meaning:<br>Adjetivo.m.dicese of what
ends up in fine point.

q es zagalillo
Be zagalillo means to be a child. In the area of Murcia, Albacete ( Almansa ) and in Villena ( 41 Alicante; This term is



used to refer to adolescents: the zagales / the shepherdesses. 2. zagalillo is also an apprentice young of Shepherd of
sheep or goats.

que cura la llerva llamada ruda
Rough grass is also a Bush.  Having said this, we must say that it is one of the herbs most persecuted and sought by its
many and varied effects or medicinal properties.  Them, include the abortive high-powered, so it has been persecuted
by the authorities.  It also facilitates and regulates menstruation and blood circulation problems.   Serves, in turn, for
stomach problems such as colic and diarrhea.  Referred to Psychosomatic illnesses, it calms nerves and suffocates the
anxiety.  All through appropriate infusions, which should not be taken on their own, be highly toxic.   It is also the
esoteric plant par excellence: Witches or spell is used in bebedizos against the evil eye and other ailments.  It serves as
protection of home and other many esoteric-filled goodness.  Both used to love to heartbreak.

que ea angionimia
to ea angionimia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "CAVING" being its meaning:<br>CAVING is a science
that deals with the study of large caves or grottoes land. Is Greek cultismo: " spelaiou 34, Cave and " 34 logos; Treaty,
science, study. NB Angionimia does not exist.

que es autodiciplinado
The periphrasis be autodisciplinado means that one's self is impose discipline or order and rigour in his life and customs.
 Self-disciplined is derived Word, with a prefix auto-"self" and - discipline, as a lexeme which means commitment to
acquire skills or abilities in something and the suffix - ado, in this case, what attitude or respect something, follow
conduct det erminada of excellence and rigor.

que es colloterismo
What colloterismo is incorrectly written and should be written as "COYOTERISMO" as meaning:<br>COYOTERISMO is
the illegal action carried out certain people dealing with each other, at the expense of money to introduce them illegally
in a given country. Thus in the southwest of the United States of America, referred to as " coyote " the person who is
paid to carry hidden illegals to cross the border between Mexico and States Unidos.Por so, COYOTERISMO is traffic or
is of people.

que es estutanar
What estutanar is incorrectly written and should be written as "ESTONTONAR" as meaning:<br>Estontonar is a verb
that does not pick up the SAR. Commonly used with the meaning of cause to lose the senses or the trial partially or
limited mode. Compound word is: prefix, " -- " lexeme: " tont - " suffix: " - on - " and suffix verbal " - ar " first conjugation.
Over time the SAR will admit it, since its use is common.

que es intrutiva
that is intrutiva is incorrectly written and should write it as "that is INSTRUCTIVE" being its meaning:<br>It is said is that
activity which serves to educate or instruct who lacks knowledge about a given subject. That it instructs.

que es paralelinervia
What paralelinervia is incorrectly written and should be written as "PARALELINERVIA" as meaning:<br>Adjetivo.f. is
named blade whose blade is parallel veins. In other words: leaf that has more or less parallel major nerves. Such ribbing
corresponds to the monocots.

que es pincha madre
Click who is mother is incorrectly written and should be written as "What is P UTA mother?" being its meaning:<br>"Pu



ta mother" is a vulgarismo. An expression rude, profane, itself speakers of lower kiln or familiar language and little care.
It is advisable not to use it. It is a nominal phrase with function of adverbial phrase of mode, whose meaning is "very
well" or "very good, to". It is said as being or been.

que es vociferar
It's yelling is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yelling" being its meaning:<br>Verb. Of the 34 latin; vociferare
" vocem, voice and '' ferre '' lead. Intransitive 1.Verbo. Give great voices, speak to shouting. 2 manifest braggart and
rowdy so something.

que expele mal olor
it expels odor is incorrectly written and should be written as "Expelling bad smell." being its meaning:<br>Expel is
transitive verb, 2nd conjugation; and how EXPELS is third p. of singular of the present indicative. Remove or outputting
something of an interior.

que playada
Beach it is incorrectly written and it should be written as " what a beach!  " being its meaning: locution adverbial of mode.
Indicate that it is before an extraordinary Beach either passed one day in the same very pleasant.

que quiere decir quinestetico
which means quinestetico is incorrectly written and should be written as "KINESTHETIC or KINESTHETIC." being its
meaning:<br>Is a type of education, of learning based on the movement and in the feeling. Arguably, if you want to,
movement and sensation. It is cultured Word, a classical Hellenistic cultismo: two terms '' kinesia ''  ( 41 movement; and
stesia ( 41 feeling;.    Is used in female and her name is ' kinaesthetic or kinestesika». Also sensations sinestésicos,
whose function is the of regular the balance and the synergies of the muscles. Today is known as intelligence
kinesthetic. We define it as the ability to control our body in physical activities. Thus, the sport, the gymnastics, the
dance, the crafts and other types of interaction body, as the art dramatic. Also you can write Kinesthesia or kinesthetic.

que quiere decir saltarse algo a la torera
It is an adverbial phrase, a popular, almost paremiological, saying which means that someone does not respect rules,
forbidden, customs, signs or laws.  Equivalent to do what gives you want, without rules or constraints.  It is taurine.  But
against the straight use of jump a bullfighter barrier to get rid of the bull and his onslaught, in the figurative sense that
asks, "skip something to the Bullfighter", it is negative, because it goes against the established and the moral and good
customs.

que significa palabra verificable
Says something that is verifiable because you can [check, give true and irrefutable.  It is provable.  It is used in
philosophy, especially in logic, but also in scientific matters.   If it is a proposition, which you can demonstrate and
discuss the method to reach such truth.  In science, a theorem, a formula, etc.

que sognifica javier
sognifica javier is incorrectly written and it should be written as "JAVIER means" being its meaning:<br>It is a male
name. Female, Javiera.Es of Basque origin and means both " House new " as " Castle " both, as it can be seen, the
semantic field of construction. Basque origin: " Etxebarri 34, '' 39 new House;.

que son las sustancias amilaceas?
What are the substances amilaceas? It is incorrectly written and it should be written "Starchy substances" as
meaning:<br>They are those that contain starch or similar substances. There are starchy as potatoes or cereals food.



And it can be extracted from them. They are used in the kitchen for sauces, as well as canned or ice creams and
yogurts.

que tiene el prefijo hum
Begin by explain that the word in Spanish is formed by a LEXEME or ROOT, that is it part essential of the WORD, which
brings the MEANING. And it also has a few AFFIXES ( parts NOT fixed ) that, according to the position that occupy on
the LEXEME, are called: 1.PREFIJOS, when van front; 2.SUFIJOS or INTERFIJOS, when they go back. They all
complete and added new semicos values to the word. EJ.lampara, porta-lamp and lampar-ill-a. In the first we see the
lexeme, add a PREFIX in the second and in the latter case, the SUFFIX vun.   So that they will PREFIX HUM - words
that begin with such, without being part of the lexeme. But as any Word takes this PREFIX " HUM-" we say that NOT
EXISTS such prefix in Spanish or Castilian. Neither human, damp, humanism, humanity or humidity and wetlands may
lose such parts, because these LEXEMES.

quebrachos
Botanic Break.  Giant South American tree, made of very hard wood that originates, etymologically, its own name, break
and axe.  Thus that wood is used in the construction, as well as in the manufacture of utensils, household appliances
and furniture.  As if that were not enough, from its rough bark is obtained the tannin; that is, a very astringent substance
used as a drug and to tan skins in the hadias or tanneries.

quedarse con alguien
staying with someone is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Stay with someone." being its
meaning:<br>Periphrasis conjugation. Used as adverbial phrase mode. Take hair to someone, a joke, making fun of
someone.

quedarse con la miel es los labios
Adverbial phrase of mode. Made and metaphorical phrase which means that someone about to get something, when
you have one close by, just by losing it.

quemonazo
Quemonazo is a term that does not exist in any dictionary.  However, its meaning seems that wants to allude to the
effect of having suffered a huge, very large and serious burn someone or something.  We are before an augmentative
which takes its derivation of the verb of the 1. 2nd conjugation burn.  In this case, we would have the following
components lexicons: lexeme = (quem), augmentative morpheme - on (-), verbal morpheme (- a -, 1. ª conjugation),
augmentative morpheme (-zo).  Although can see it, two morphemes augmentative to emphasize using the language
the gravity and depth of such burning; burning would be, strictly speaking, the true meaning.  And also, through other
augmentative morpheme would be more accurate, although less hyperbolic, say quemazo to indicate a great burn.

quintaesenciadas
It should be used in singular: " quintaesenciada ". Is adjective f.s.derivado of the substantive or name quintessence.
Therefore, as soon as the adjective, is said a thing or matter that has been refined to the maximum, in the extreme. It is
to achieve the quality more pure of something. Total and extreme concentration. Has two uses at present. On the one
hand, the classic, the secular, dating back to the middle ages, according to which the fifth essence was matched to the
four elements fire, water, air and natural:tierra. This fifth element, or essence, hence its name, would be for the medieval
alchemists ether. Is write together or separately, according to have done here. Currently, in our days, to the socaire of
the expansion of the cosmos, in the Cosmology is taken, the quintessence, as form hypothetical of energy: a " energy of
the vacuum ".

quispe



Quispe is incorrectly written, and should be written as "QUISQUE" being its meaning:<br>It is a Latin cultismo:
comprising '' quis '' who or that, as a lexeme and the suffix '' that '' which means and coordinating conjunction.
Morfologicamente is an indefinite pronoun; means " each 34, " everyone " " everyone 34.

raccord
Raccord is a neologism, specifically a gallicism; that is, a term taken from the French language.  Name, male and
singular.   Used in the film and literally means: continuity needed throughout - wardrobe, hair, objects, schedule, time,
space, set designer.  .  .  -between two planes followed by the same film, though they take different positions or times.  It
is so important to the raccord caregivers when there are wheel a film, in order to review every detail of the previous
plane on the protagonists of the scene and its accessories or the environmental scenery.  Sometimes, due to lack of
raccord they have come to see Romans with a wrist watch Swiss or Japanese.

ramas enarcadas
Nominal phrase, name ( 41 branches; more ( enarcadas 41 adjective; which, incidentally, is to say " arched ". They are,
therefore, branches of trees forming arches with their weight natural sagging and the subsequent law of gravity. They
belong mostly to gardens, walks and places of recreation and shadow.

ransomware
Loan vocabulary. Neologism, (anglicism). The English "ransom", rescue, and "ware", short for "software". A ransomware
is a type of malicious software that restricts access to some infected files, and to free them, asks a ransom in return. It is
of recent creation. From 2013 it comes increasing its use harmful and speculative.

rapases
You rapases is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Birds of prey" being its meaning:<br>Name. Kinds of birds
that can be nocturnal as diurnal. To the former belong the owls, owls, owls, owls, Guadarramas, tawny owl, the ñacurutú
and the chuncho, among others. Scientific name: Strigiformes. 2. the falconiformes is an order of birds neognatas
comprising 309 species of birds of prey known as you add during the day. Highlights: Kestrel, sparrowhawk, hobby,
esmerenjon...

reanimarse
Revive themselves is a transitive, pronominal verb with two meanings.  1.  Recover someone forces or energies to
continue a path or resurgence of a psychic or moral decay.  2.  Recover a person, after fainting or suffering cardiac
arrest, both knowledge and activity and body movement.

rebusar
rebusar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Refuse" being its meaning:<br>Verb transitive. Reject, do not
accept one thing, return something not desired nor requested, regret.

rebuscona
Rebuscona is an adjective or feminine name. male, rebuscon.  This word is derived from buscón, buscona, to which is
added the prefix re - which means "greatest" or "return to".  It has three meanings: 1.  He cheats, she stealing small
objects or negligible amounts of money.  2.  Person who rummages and Andreu in the wastes, waste and places where
rubble and other filth is thrown.  3.  Feminine used in Spain as a synonym for prostitute.  Quevedo, in the 17TH century,
titled his picaresque novel with this label"life of the buscón called don Pablos, better known as El Buscón

refugo ovinos
I waste sheep is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Refuge of sheep" being its meaning:<br>Refuge of



sheep, which is what is being sought, in purity, is the use of a suitable field, with some extension, where sheep have
room to run and be nurtured, as well as cross at its discretion. It is advisable to have a nearby ship to relax or stand
when it rains or get rid of other temporary weather. That is, '' roughly '' a sheep shelter.

reinvidicacion
reinvidicacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Claim" being its meaning:<br>Common name, f.Acto and
process or achievement to fight or demand that is believed to own, necessary or legal. It comes from the latin " claimed
": '' rei '' thing and '' 39 vindicate, defend, fight.

relojito
It is a diminutive of clock. Name Comun.m.reloj-, lexeme; -it-, diminutive or affectionate derivative suffix, and - or ''
gender morpheme. Mechanical instrument for measuring time.

remordimiento de conciencia
guilty conscience is incorrectly written and it should be written as "REMORSE OF CONSCIENCE." being its
meaning:<br>Keep an idea constant in the mind of having committed harm or wrong to someone. 2.Sentirse dissatisfied
with her own behavior. 3. barruntara that our conduct ethics or moralmno has been the most successful, according to
our criteria.

rerreciclar
rerreciclar is incorrectly written and should write it as "RERRECICLAR." being its meaning:<br>Action by which matter
inorganic, as the brass, the paper, the glass or the carton is returning to recycle. Using the prefix " RE - " the term ''
recycle '' is converted to double, twice.

rescate bancario
Bank rescue is incorrectly written and it should be written as "BANK BAILOUT." being its meaning:<br>Financial action
that the State comes with a common money to save from bankruptcy to a non-solvent Bank.

resquemante
Neutral adjective. It produces resquemor. It is a cultismo that formally maintains a suffix in " - to " as Gallant, galloping,
or throbbing. Refers to feelings of anger, anguish, resentment, anger or bitterness who feel to qualify such sentiment.

retoria
retoria is incorrectly written and should be written as " Rectoral.Y rectory.  " being its meaning: Jesus said is parish
house inhabited by the priest or curate in some places like Galicia, in Spain.

retrospectivos
retrospective is incorrectly written and it should be written as "RESTROSPECTIVO, VA" being its
meaning:<br>Adjective. Retrospectively, it goes. That which refers to a time past.

reyna
Reyna is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Queen" being its meaning:<br>Queen is dual-use Word: ) forms
of the verb '' reign '' EJ.  " she reigns at home " which means rule, send. b ) common name, f., in which case has
different acepcion:1. The woman who has the real power in a country by legal right; 2. the spouse of the King or Queen
Consort; 3.Zool.hembra breeding of insect communities, as the bee Queen; 4.mujer, animal or thing that stands out
among many; 5.Mujer, usually young, who presides over the festivities and other events; 6. fundamental piece in the



game of chess, which, in turn, is an allegory of a bout between two kingdoms: whites and blacks, according to the color
and parts.

riela
riela is incorrectly written and it should be written as "SHIMMERING." being its meaning:<br>First or third person of the
VERB " is shimmering " shine dimly. Cabrillear, rutilar.

rilarse
rilar it is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Rilar is.  " being its meaning: is a reflexive verb. Means cow
before something, someone or embarrass. Not facing the reality, the refusal before the adverse. It is used as a
euphemism.

risexterapia
risexterapia is incorrectly written and should write it as "laughter THERAPY." being its meaning:<br>Treatment
therapeutic that consists in receiving benefits healthy through the exercise of the laughter. To more laughter, more
health, more relaxing and less stress.

ruptura traumática
rupture traumatic is incorrectly written and should write is as "RUPTURE TRAUMATIC." being its meaning:<br>It is that
which produces offset serious reach sentimental and psychological for one or two parts of the break in relations. Is used,
above all, in the sphere sentimental, but its use fits in the friendship, in it social and commercial, etc.

saber estar
poise is incorrectly written and it should be written as "KNOW BE." being its meaning:<br>Subject to the norms and
customs public or private of a particular place whenever necessary. In accordance with the circumstances. A proverb
expresses it clearly: '' in Rome, Roman ''.

sablixta
sablixta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SCROUNGER" being its meaning:<br>Name or adjective. It is
said is of the person who requests borrowing money and does not return it. It is colloquial and metaphorical term. It
comes from '' sable '' as if it were a coup with the same, but in the pocket or purse: slashes.

sacar el pecho
Remove chest is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Remove chest" being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase
of mode. 1 face an adverse situation with bravery and courage. 2 show, using dirty tricks, that is more than it seems
someone.

sal medida en moyos
Salt measurement in shame is incorrectly written and should write is as "MOYO." being its meaning:<br>Is derived from
the latin word: " modius. It is a measure of capacity and 16 pitchers-equals. As the pitcher has a capacity of 16 litres,
worth say that the Moya has some 256 / 258 litres. Used for wine.

salir de gira
Touring is incorrectly written and it should be written as "OUT OF TOUR." being its meaning:<br>Periphrasis
conjugation with two meanings. 1. a musical group or a theatre company embarks on a route to represent or act in
several places. 2. when a group of friends or friends out of gear or to have fun is a day.



salutiferas
healthier is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Healthier." being its meaning:<br>Salutiferas.adjtivo qualifying.
Cultismo. Apply to plants or other substances that are, or are beneficial to health.

ser alguien papeloso
be someone papeloso is incorrectly written and should be written as "SOMEONE PAPELÓN." being its
meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase of mode to indicate that someone is very ceremonious, artificial, accomplished and
relamido. The practical visible ways of behavior urban, civic, fulfilled, affected, pompous, repolished, almost cloying and
heavy.

ser la gota que colma el vaso
It is an adverbial phrase mode, or purpose, for its definitive sense. It is said of some action, response or manifestation of
someone to another person is now over who the patience and forgiveness toward the first. So that, when someone gets
tired of supporting non-attitudes, metaphorically, is taken one as the definitive one, using the metaphor of the glass to
overflow and the action as that " drop " that breaks the edge, the limit of patience.

ser toli
Location adverbial of mode. Indicates that someone is foolish, stupid, short, candid, simple, unwary.

ser un ansias
be a craving is incorrectly written and should write is as "be a forward." being its meaning:<br>Locution adverbial of
mode. Can function as adjective or noun, depending on context. Jesus said is of someone selfish and greedy, that all it
wants for itself same.

ser un bocas
It is said is who speaks a lot. Who does not know how to keep a secret, or is unable to remain silent.

ser un carroza
be a float is incorrectly written and it should be written as "being a coach. Your father"being its meaning:<br>Says
someone is old, old, outdated.

ser un chapas
be a veneer is incorrectly written and it should be written as "being on a sheet. Scort."being its meaning:<br>Said is of
who were prostitutes, as man, for other men of the same sexo.2. Also called scort.

ser un crack
be a crack is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Being a crack." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase in a
way with which refers to someone who stands out, which makes things well done, with property. Be the best. A leader.

ser un garca
be a Garça is incorrectly written and it should be written as "BEING a CARCA." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase
to refer to someone as old or outdated in clothing, customs, and morals.

ser un pipa
be a pipe is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Being a pipe." being its meaning:<br>Adverbial phrase of



mode. I was used in juvenile language to define someone as stupid, short, funky, pazguato. It has a derogatory use.

ser un risas
be a laughter is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Being a laugh." being its meaning:<br>Is expression
common to indicate that someone is little serious; given to those jokes easy and take is the life as a game.

sesqueoxidos
sesqueoxidos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SESQUIOXIDE" being its meaning:<br>A sesquioxide is
an oxide containing three atoms of oxygen with two atoms ( or radical ) of another element. Thus, the oxide of aluminum
( Al2O3 ) It is a sesquioxide.

si vis amari ama
If vis amari loves is incorrectly written and it should be written as "SI VIS AMARI, AMA." being its meaning:<br>It is a
proverbial Latin phrase, used by Seneca in his " Epistle to 34 Lucilio;. Your perfect translation implies reciprocity: '' If you
want to be loved, loves ''.

sig fe bledos
GIS faith Blits is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PIGWEED" being its meaning:<br>Name creeping
Comun.m.planta of green or red, triangular leaves oscuriverdes and small, clustered red flowers in axillary clusters; can
be extended up to 30 cm. It is edible. With the verb " import " It is used in adverbial phrases to indicate that something
doesn't mean nothing or very little to someone.

significa de la expresion dios dira
means of expression God dira is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tell God" being its meaning:<br>Adverbial
phrase that is used to explain or calibrate the probability or improbability, in equal parts, carry out a coming event.
Something, anything, which escapes the human forces and science. It indicates doubt.

significado de los sufijos
The suffixes form part of them words and serve to complete its meaning when these are derived; that is, that they come
from a simple, which is the lexeme or root. Thus, the word " 34 tree; It would be a lexeme or root and an added suffix
would change his significado:ej. tree-ed - ( 41 suffix; -a, gender morpheme. Another eg.  " tree-it-o ". The two latter are
suffixes.

silver gold
Silver gold is incorrectly written, and should be written as "White gold" being its meaning:<br>Gold Blanco.m.aleacion of
gold and silver used in jewelry.

sinersia
sinersia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Synergy" being its meaning:<br>Common female name. It is a
phenomenon by which interact several factors at the same time, various influences that a greater and more positive
effect to operate from the concasualidad. The result of this unit is always greater than the sum of its parts. Many
companies currently use this system in a direct way, seeking to cut costs and increase profits.

sinonimo de estupro
STATUTORY RAPE. -It is a sexual crime that occurs when one older person abuses another child, although it is
consented to by this.  They are synonymous with this name: abuse, deceit and violation.



siron
siron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SERON and saddle" being its meaning:<br>Name. Is often used in
Zamora, Spain, plural: saddle. They are a species of saddlebags, not cloth or fabric, but PITA; with two cavities on each
side that are placed on top of the back of the horses to transport water, milk, wine or other appliances or food. It says
plural by two parties that occupies both sides of the cavalry.   ( differ from the common definition of other dictionaries )

sistema circulatorio
Circulatory system to the anatomical structure consisting of the cardiovascular system that both leads as to circulate the
blood, and also by the lymphatic system which leads the line unidirectionally into the heart or circulatory system is
called. The circulatory system is composed of the heart and blood vessels, including arteries, veins and capillaries.


